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I ed all the lesson that was necessary,
but, at all events, one line December
day, lie decided to call for Faith Mur-
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with glowing lung#.
thundering along on the rattling rail*;
rc-.-und like ten thousand tongue*.
Pouring torrents of noise through the Martled *afo*.
^ la! ha! how In laughs in hi* fiery glee.
Till the i£K*k-riM>ed earth seem* to rook and
reel!
Ye puny worm*, if ye grabble with me.
I'll griud you to dust neath my iron heel!**
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lay.

host- in the clouds above
xx here their maugled -i-ter lie,
nd moved by the tie- of a stainles* luxe,
on cloudy xx ing- to thur rescue fly.
hey hurtle till* k on the airy plain-.
And earthward move with their banners
x\ bite;
er liili and dale mark the
snowy train*
Huild w all mud tower though the stormy night.
j tie morning dawn—in a drift of snow
Tb- Iron -:«« d in a tether lt> ;
angry throe*, with hi- lungs aglow.
Hi- ir*-n arm- cannot break axxax I
a!
ha ! xxbeD HoXX 1* the strength of hiapride>
u
NV ho -liun- him thu- in hi* humble
plight!’
hat | unx hind-baxfetter* tied.
A • aptive held by a snow flake*- Blight!’
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nother came on it* jewelled wing*.
And nestled down where its -istcr died,
, nd a jh arly shroud o'er it softly fling-.
A
ru-bed it lax ‘neath heel* of pride.
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THURSDAY,

front of the house.
It was a clear,
beautiful uigbt, just the sort for a
sleigh-ride, aud not so cold but what
ray and ask her to go with him on the there was a continual
drip, at
the
to
grand sleighing party
“ijuilting- the eaves of the house. drip,
The tinkle of
bec” across the river, There would
the falling drops, however, with now
be such a magnificent drive on the ice,
ami then the crash of a loosened icicle,
and such a splendid opportunity to
fell on his ears with a painful jar.
make up, and Oort had laid the matter
Could it be possible that such a man
very close, indeed, to bis heart and had nerves? llut
now, swiftly down
hopes.
: the road there came a sound of bells,
And yet, even when he went after
aud the vision of a sleigh was halted
her, lie blundered, just like himself, ;1 for a moment
by the gate.
Irom the very begiuniug.
Instead of
“Howland !” shouted a deep, hoarse
dashing up in his gay little cutter, voice. “Ah.
you arc up, are you?
with “just room for two,” the sleigh
Well, there’s a big rise in the river,
lie drove was the biggest of all the
and it’s a cornin' this way fast.
I’ve
half-dozen or so that was hitched iu
been just a racin’ dowii the road to
(rout ofSijuire Murray’s ample doori warn folks not to try the ice, but I
way, and Faith had said to herself, as reckon I've come as far as
I need.
she looked at it from the window :
Can you give me a sleep and a break“Looks as if he was going to carry
fast?”
all the girls iu the neighborhood !” and
“Of course I can," promptly replied
her blue eyes had darkened, and her
“aud you’ve done a right-good
Curt,
i
lair cheeks Had Hushed with fresh vexIt's Jake Hobiuson,
ation. She was, every bit ready to neighborly tiling.
isn’t it?’’
take lire, therefore, a few minutes lal
"That's my name,” heartly responder, when her too open hearted admirer
ed the stranger "aud I’ve only tried
asked
to do as I’d be done
by.”
“You'll step into my sleigh, won't
"Well, Ilian,” said Curt, “you go ineven
if
Faith,
won't
you
put your to the bouse aud
you
I’ll bitch
go to bed.
tool hi my boat r”
team and see if I can make out
up
my
And she answered, sharply :
to keep Hie steigbing-parly from mis“No. Indeed, sir, I don’t care to ride
chief. There must be time enough for
in au omnibus.
You will, doubtless,
that, yet, seeing the quilting comes
bavepleuty of company without me.” first—”
•
If Curt Howland had seemed to
“I’ll stable my horse,” replied the
make li^lit of his rebuttal the summer
Jake, “but 1 dou’l go inpicnic, it was very different now, and philanthropic
to no bed, so
long’s there’s anybody
there was something iu the pained,
to be in danger.
Drag out
hurt, disappointed expression of Ids likely
Is that it? Well, there’s
your sleigh.
and
face
that
handsome
manly
really
room in it for uiorc’n two. there is." j
would have carried the day in his favor
Curt Howland’s movements were alunder any other circumstances. Every
a
ways
good deal more rapid and dein
the
a
loom
was
side
iu
on
his
girl
cisive than they
seemed, aud it was
moment—but Faith's
rosy cheeks
burned only the hotter for her con- marvelous how <juickly he and Jake
sciousness of that fact—aud the only were whirling down toward the cusperson present who felt auy real satis- tomary crossing, lu one thing, howfaction was Nile Herring, the village ever, Curt had been wofully mistaken,
lawyer, w ho was now sure of his good aud that was in the probable uour for
fortune to officiate as Faith Murray’s the quilting to break up. Even while
lie was putting the harness on his good
escort to and from the (juilliiig.
team ; there were terrible |>erils gathAs for Curt himself not a word said
around the gay sleigh-riders.
he, but turned steadily and diguitiedly ering
Not onlv bail the “bee” dimicr-tcil. hut
tiiM'ini thpiliwir
in
iil'Ti.
had a dozen different sets of
ute llie quick, sharp jingle of his bells already
Itells rang fast and far on the frozen
told Faith that his sleigh was, like his
river, and already the first symplons
boat, doomed to go empty of lady pas- of
the coining “rise” were beginning
until
her
own
back
feet
came
sengerto show themselves in the ominous
to it.
groaning of the ice as the tide beneath
I p to that moment Curt's mind had it strained aud lifter! at
its frosty fetbeen occupied only with jovous antici- teis.
llcvond a doubt they would be
pations of reconciliation with Faith, broken ere long.
and of the fun he would have on the
“Hark !” exclaimed Curt, as he drove
sleigh rule, going and coming, as well out from the shore. “Dili you hear
as at the quilting.
Now, however, as that? We shall hardly have lime to
his fleet team drew him swiftly along
get across. I'm afraid.”
the river road on his lonely way home“Then they won't need no warnin',”
ward. his eyes wandered up nud down
coolly remarked Jake.
the river, predisposed to discover any“llaik !'' again cried Curt Howland, |
thing that might appear to suggest an but hoarsely this lur and with »<p
11
-. .h
aterfereu—
the contemplated
tiling like pain in tue intensity of iiiw
merry-making.
utterance.
“I did bear it! There's a
It is very strange how differently the team coining dowu the river at u run
world w ill look to a man in one frame
■lake Kobiuson himself hearil it now.
of mind and another! That morning and exclaimed :
the sun had been cheery, the sleighing
“It does sound mighty like a runahad been extraordinarily good, and way, 1 declare. Just balk to them
Curt's merry eyes had discovered no bells!”
flaws in the prospect; but now, as if
Curt’s breath would have come even
his wits were sharpened by Faith Mur- faster aud Ins heart Would
have jumpray's rough reply, he began to discern ed more fiercely, if lie hail known the 1
that the snow was remarkably soft aud whole truth,
t he horses of the sleigh
that, although the first
§'soggy
nig party had recognized the signs of
“freeze" of the w inter had beeu a seapproaching
danger much more
vere oue, ami the ice had formed thick
promptly lhau had their masters, nor
and strong, there had now, tor several had it been at all difficult, in most cases,
days, been altogether too much sun- for their skillful drivers to head the 1
shine ; and there was no such thing as
frightened but willing brutes toward
telling w hat the effect of it might he. safely aud llie shore. The single exI p ami down the wide expanse he
ception had lieen in the young aud 1
gazed, and here and there he saw light stylish but ill-brokeii span over which
cutters and even heavily-laden wood !>ne
Herring held the reins, for the ga>
sleighs crossing and recrossing, and young lawyer was uot only not a
the former now ami then putting in an "skillful
driver,” but he had faded to
extra burst of speed over the smooth 1 understand the situation at
first, and
ami glancing surface. Neither to the lie had lashed his
poor colls mercilessto
hand
nor
the
left
did
he
turn,
right
ly for their trembling refusal logo forand by the time that Faith Murray ami ward.
Kven when he consented to
her friends were ou their way to the wheel
them, lie had not been able to
quilting. Curt Howland's team was guide them landward, for a great heave
safe in the stable, while his big sleigh and
groan of tile ice arouud him had
stood empty by the back door of the
just then nearly scared the senses out
house, with all his bullato robes, of I loth him and Ins <piadrupeds. In
blankets, clumsiuess and disgrace, still a moment more the fright of the lullci
clinging to its unoccupied spaces.
was a wild
dowu the
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Straight for the island, then, and
Curt Howland's sleigh was close behind
her; but, even as her wild youug team
sprang up the low acclivity, there came
to Faith's ears a
sharp, ipiick, snapping sound ; the reins were jerked from
her hands, and she found herself suddenly silting still in her light cutter,
while the colts went madly on, with
the pole and its attachments
banging
at their heels.
No uncommon thing
lor “irons” to snap, under such circumstances, and, if Faith was dismayed for a moment, Curt Howland felt a
food deal more inclined to a hearty

|
|

side the cutter. “Don’t you see you'll
be my only passenger?”
Kven in that moment of awful peril,
however, Faith's obstinacy yielded
slowly and sbe was replying, half ar-

••break-up"
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were

growing
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many classes. Often there are not
less than J.i daily recitations.
One
12 recitations tor 17
The average in the country
may lie 24 daily exercises. This will
give 15 minutes to each exercise—

reported

scholars.

about enough to begin with, but far too
little time to do thorough work. In
common schools there should
not be
more

than 20

daily

exercises.

must cut down the number of
i to

give

more

time to each

|
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Here

one.

pub-

lie

opinion says it must be so. The
teacher must, to a great extent, go with
public opinion, yet

lie may do much to

I lead it in

a better
way.
Small scholars depend very much
the personal etfort of the teacher,

fearful aud threatening.
“Why don’t you drive down?" she

oral instruction.
little, if

asked.

at

be held not

1

all.
more

They

can

study

on
on

but

Their attention can
than 0 or n minutes,

and it is useless to give in.it rwt ion when
the attention cannot lie held. Their
lessons must be short, (live the a,Ivanned

reading classes one exercise
day-—the younger will need J or 1.
Hearing the lesson in most cases is

per

all there is to

a

should lie

the

only

recitation—it reallv

jircliminani.

When

the lesson is heard, the teacher knows
what he needs to explain to the class,

give them a knowledge,.!!' the
jccl. Ills not enough to teach

to

^dfrtfb Storn.
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of
must
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Mary Somerville.

it>
tin-

There are few who have not heard of
Mrs. Somerville. The following is from
the Oh>be'» notice ol “Personal Recol-

lections,” by her daughter,

of this

good

and remarkable women:
Mary Somerville was one of the glories ol her sex in
every respect. She was
a

lovely girl at
a beautiful

was

the ago of

sixteen;
forty : she

matron at
woman at the

she
was

beautiful old
ago of ninety. Her intellectual powers were admired by tlie chief scientists of ttreat
Britain and France, but she was also the
most admirable of
daughters, wives,
mothers amt housekeepers.
At
the
time when I,a Place
thought she was one
ol the lew students
eoiupeleut to read
and judge his great mathematical work.
a

she was a*
tlie l lliled

good

a

Kiugdi

cook
111.

there wa- in
W.. e he lid
was

Mtm-ler to l-'...rl O..I .11. ..Ol. ..II
Iii* |m,w. r ..I
i*lo(|ueii«* in «*»*!«■ I»i ii ion m|
Im*i !-•“» !•*«*ta »n* i* ,i |iou«**k<
>Im*
i*|ht.
w .1* u t Iimi
<»(ijg|il \ 'j mh! trmIt
iiimi|i'»i,
beautiful ami noble woman,
n«l«• v%•*«i
V\ll|| dill kill I m| llij'f,
II
«||M||^ |.|
wlll<*|| I
'll In I;,
!
■

1

h:i'l.

I

imhIiii.u v «|« jiim*.
ttl*- f:t«*|||t
-!
Ul l
.111 | 1».
ill! •* I It 11 • t« >1 III till* |||M**
imImiiii.I III if it
••in •(.' ,il
iiciilai ions, lii ii,, i|t in a 11' I ol
one ol
ill I
lillili. n lo tie .,,.|.(,d lo
Woiking oil an oiitiii.ii v sum in .niihtuelie. u ,1 .. losing Ile* tin. a I of uni hecu Hie ,| logi,
which linl- s. cine I lo lie
•uitiieult .napped.
ilnl -l.e not p,,.•

*

mi

x11

'seilexieptioiiall

iilileiies. .-I

il. oi.il,.

mere

lov

Per

luluiiiiiii* iialure. Inn
sweet |h loi inaili e lit all toe hoim-lv,
practi.-al iluties ol lile noii!i| have eulllied tier In the lionors ot a bingi
apnv ;
toil, ill uddiliou lo these vli lies, she had
one nt the
slroiigesi and soundest heads
uvui
set
on
leiuale shoulders.
We
douht it she ever made an eueinv, even
her
own sex land
among
llerschel", Humboldt, Hi IMaee, Biot, Arago, Brew.ler,
mil to mention a score ot' oilier, were
her seieiilitie admirers.
Now that she
has gone, no intelligent man or woman
can mention her
name without, an involuntary feeling of respeet. There was
something suggestive in the prolongation ol her lile, as it' Nature, or Tate,or
Trovidenee, or whatever we may call the
invisible Tower presiding over human
utluirs, touched her geullv. At the age
ot ninety, she was i|uiekened bv a eon-'
versatlon with the greatest ot living1
mathematicians. Trot. Benjamin Teirce,
to eoulrunt some ot the
highest prohlcuis
ol melheiuaties recently started; hit
uiiinl preserved all its powers to the last;
and she literally diffll by going to sleep.

There

was no pain, no convulsion; she
slept peacefully during the night, and
in the morning was found dead,
it i> a
privilege to praise su h an admirahie

women,—udiuiratde in every relati u ol
lile,—admirahie in heart, ailmirahle in
mind.

,From Kennebec Journal.
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BOOTS AND SHOKS.

In I860, the total invested capital in
the State in the manufacture of hoots

and shoes

was $609,124: value of production, $1,910,000; hands employed,
males, 2,005; females, 8.30, total number,
2,901; wages $661,878. In 1870 the total invested capital was $677,300; total
number of pairs of boots and shoes manufactured, 2,089,159; value of production, $3, lt4,747 ; number of hands employed, males, 1,544; females, 639;
children, 22; total, 2,105; wages, $771,-

‘Xjti. The returns for this year not covering the whole Stale, show au invested
capital of the 112 establishments returned, of $1,863,964, number of pairs of
boots ami shoes manufactured, 5,644,244,
or nine pairs for every inhabitant in the

State; value of production, $8,820,98*;;
hands employed, males, 4,726, females,
629, children, 36; total, number, 5.394 ;
wages, $2,296,330. In the value ot production there has been au increase of
more than three hundred and sixtv-ono
per cent,, over that of 1860, ami one
hundred and eighty percent, over that
of 1870. The annual wages paid in the
Auburn shoe factories uiouc amount to
*1,000,000, or more than half ot the value ot the product .of the entire State in
I860, aiul more than twenty-nine per
cent, of the total wages paid in the Stale
in 187o. Auburn has an invested capital of
more than oue-ba'fof the entire capital in
(lie State in business, and manufacture,
nearly half of the entire product. Portland ranks second and Bangor third in
the list. The boot and shoe busines- h.ibeeu excellent throughout the year, and
pmmiscs well for the future.
BKKK

a-

Mr. bverett, who met hei wheulte

Mi»

the gold standard. The growth

to

since 1870 has beeiv 21 per rent. Our
Stale now rank among the tiist in ihc
maniilautureof cotton goods.
Within
the past year shipbuilding has
completely revived from the prostration occasioned by lbe rebellion, and that industry
has entered upon such an era of prosperity that Maine, which heretofore has
built one-third of the tonnage of the
country, now bids fair to make a larger
contribution than ever. The business

of stoue-quarrving has assumed a surprising magnitude/our railroad facilirepented afterwards, ties have been increased and new lines

he fulfilled; and a further
political
Influence on elections, as
enforcing the
rule that the people arc financially
responsible for tlie acts <>r their
agents. The basis
of tlie decision is that even
irregularities
previous to the fraudulent Issue cannot
make worthless the bonds in the hands
of
an innocent
holder, a maxim that has always held good in relation to the issue of
commercial paper by business men.
1 he amount of town bonds in
existence
Is beyond
computation except by an exceedingly complicated and uncertain process.
1 here are certainly many millions
of dollars worth of them held in
thiscitv
against towns of tins State a* well as oilier States.
The records of legislature* are
nlied with special acts
authorizing towns to
issue bun,is in aid of railroads.
In Western States
the system of towns
issuing
bonds lias been more
practiced than in any
other part of the t inted States.— Tribune.

We

lessons,

; the teacher often meets with opposition.
The school has always been
1
classed in a certain manner, and

more

possible landing-plaee.

a very little more, than a class
that number. If the movemerit be made in the best
manner, it
takes no more time to move a
large
class than to move a small one.

o! half

i teacher

1

board the bond*. They values

never
once,

often -.a a low rate he|
feeling of insecurity growhi"
freijnent litigations; and while
| repudiation might very seriously affect the
innocent bondholder who
i
bought the bouds
Teacher*’ Institute.
as an
investment or on speculation, it
would ill no way retard tlie
building of
the railway or have an influence
CI.ASSiriCATIOX.
against
tlie practical betietits which a town receivIll order to do the best work, to ac- ed from the
of
the railway through
passage
complish the most, schools should be it. rhe decision will probably have much
influence wherever the
building of a new
well classified. In most studies a class railroad is
proposed, by teaching town
authorities
tiiat promises made in moments
of H) or 12 needs no more time, or

the number of classes then,
a very
great saving of time may be
made.
Most schools have far too

and

“The rapids are oniy half frozen,”
replied Curt, “and we should surctv be
lost if we got int)6 them. Besides, the
water is shallower up here, and the
horses will find their footing sooner after we break in.”
“After wc break in !" repeated Faith,
to herself.
“Why, the sleigh will go
right to the bottom. >lle is terribly
cool about it!”
It was a cool subject, perhaps, and
Faith felt the icy shudders creep over
her, in spite of her courage, as she
noted how far they yet were fiom any

Miscellaneous.

»f
cause of the
out of these

reducing

:

“But Curt, how will you ever get
-shore ? Don't you see tliftt the ire in
J
weak mg ? Won’t we be safer on the
island?”—wbeu
she
found herself
.’aught up in strong arms and lifted,
with or without her will, to a snug
place among the blankets and butfalorobes at the bottom of the big
sleigh.
“The river is rising.
There is a
great flood coming down!” exclaimed
Curt. “In half an hour the island will
be under water, and
everything on it
swept away. I'd never have known if
Jake Uobioson hadn't warned me. I
bitched up and came out as soon as 1
got the news. .Thank < iO(i 1”
faith Murray felt a glow aud a melting at her heart as she listened, but
she male no reply. The situation certainly seemed hardly to favor much
conversation, for Curt was driving
fiercely up the river again, and everywhere the signs of the approaching

railroads
[j The
sell them

certainly

thanksgiving.
“Jump iu. Faith, jump in!” he
shouted, cheerily, as he drove along |

gumentatively
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And now the booming, moaning text Ixsik—more than
that is n <1 a 11 v
ELLSWORTH. Mk.
And '\vet te*t songd.ipl* *in.*.
sound that Faith had heard once beAnd *ki?*. tln-p ir*d*l»*n hunsbun*
needed.
I'tie teacher mdivl su■><■!.t
fore tliat evening, began to till their
*
In tin- beautiful day* ol June.
>ysttfr and Eating Saloon.
teach by topics, using the text Is,ok
For my low i' .min*; to §««• in*
ears, and the stwjgh slid hither and
I. W. COOMBS, Proprietor,
Ac*! tb* wo rid i* all in tune.”
thither on the undulating surface, and only as a help.
•
I
Ix*ave*
From’ Marigold
B LOCK.
1> E T E R S
Curt lashed his faithful powerful span I
The teacher should tuake the small"
ri.fi ot Mair *»' NT ATE
srutfc.lv hLL*iW<'iaU
to their utmost exertiou. -Kvcry mineat (tossible number of classes.
Maine.
si-tf
The
ute seemed an hour but uow, at last.
numlier mar he cut down tiv ..lunalStiT.
Curt exclaimed, cxultingly :
JV-TABLISHED
“Hurrah, Faith! We are beyond the tion. Should there Is- different Arith( UABLCIC. B( BBILL.
deep channel, 1 think. Hack there the metics in school, they may he used in
FIRE, MARINE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
current is swift, and the ice will break oue class
INSURANCE AOENT.
Faith Murray s Vow.
by teaching In topics. So
< •rner State t{- Mill Sts..
and pile. It’s breaking now ! Sec it!
Ellsicorth, Mof
different
geographies. So in spellv *i.« but reliable
—see the great cakes
Companies represented at this
go over and
Not an ungenerous girl was Faith
Agency, r-uch as the
ing—two classes may often lie comover
Hinder, Lirerpss',, Lasdaa k 31:be, 3er=as, > [army by any manner of means, and
By topical teaching the num“Hut Curt,” responded the almost bined.
Arrlnltsral, Bidgtr, (Hrard, 3'.:ace»|. :-r honest blue eyes were very pleas- |
isr A..ea»ssi» k Trailers,
“don't you see that ber of classes may he much reduced.
shivering
A
into.
beauty,
a lit aud
to
look
part,
kindly
:«.$27 JMLJUu, 00
the ice is parting froal the shore ahead Arrange the classes so that each
11 evertheless,
of Faith's inheritance
may
'iv
ycara expener.ee in this bu*in»--- war*
of us, just because it piles up out yon- have time for
nt- Inc in .-.t\ mg that I
1 ■ora her high-headed Scotch ancestrv
an and w.lt make it for
the lesson.
preparing
.utere-i *»! i-ari.es desiring Insurance t
e
der?
1
can
tell
the
j-la<
1 a<l liecii a somewhat hasty
by
and jcalmoonlight on the Two or more class containing several
in* ir
ri*ks« at this
Agency. Correapou ien* *
(> Curt, dear, it is dreadful to
water.
solicited.
e-rao-.a**
<j us disi>osition. and a goodly share of
be drowned, but it’s even worse to of the same pupils should not recite
icir own unyielding obstinacy.
i paper.
think that I’ve brought you out here in immediate succession.
|
er mother was apt to remark at times;
too. Can’t you swim ashore ?—() Curt,
Faith is a dear girl, hut she needs
tiroup kindred classes in some regu:UM)0 It oil
11 ohms* Huppr r
I’ve lieen so very bad to you !”
lar order. The class in Primary ArithIkkIv
lanagcinent, and it isn’t every
•Li-i received at J. A. Half's, ai-o a fii»« t Uat knows how."
“You wail a moment?” shouted the metic should be succeeded by the next
assortment ol
Not “everybody" indeed; and assingle-minded young athlete,as lie gave higher, then by the next—and so of
his team the lash again. “If wc can ! other classes.
Window Shade* and Border*.
uredly not »uch a bluff, frauk.
Make a programme—lix the time,
* iraightfoi
fellow
only
get a little neater the edge of the
I
»r».
wardly
up-and-down
invitej
to
in
I
rail
I'Ul.Ii.
xamiue
*re
ice.— Ha ! there it cotncs ! Down in the order and length of each exercise, and
a s C irtis Howland.
pur-basing elsewhere.
J. A. HALE.
bottom of the lioat. Faith, I must use stick to it
Tall, broad shouldered, curl£y-headMain st.. Ellsworth Marne.
ifi*-t
c d. dark ey ed, was Curt, and his while
<^ues.—Having made your promy oars !—now—-quick—hurrah !”
faith Murray had hid Iter face iu the gramme. and finding when tli time for
L-eth were
perpetually
gleaming,
HOW TO GET RICH
furs that almost covered her as she anv lesson lias expired, that the recitalirough his heavy mustache, iu a smile
hat betokened good will to every soul
stooped, but she heard a wild, tierce, tion is not completed, would von slop
How any man. woman, gir. or boy may get nch l e
met, male or female.
frightcued neigh; a great splashing short, or would you take a little more
HP*M FIVE CENTS CAPITAL.
That was very much the way in
pluuge, as the horses went into the time aud tiuisli'!
•*•:.r r r TEN CENTS,
Ans.—Should I unwisely get into
and stamp for return \ rhich he came so
water; the cracking of ice, mingled
to
in
grief
utterly
•»T:ure.
A. G. GRIXDLK,
Address,
j is “management” of Faith
with the roaring sound of the flood; that dillieully 1 would take a little exMurray,
li-'South Penobscot. Maine.
and then instead of the arctic bath for tra time, for once, but 1 wou d tako
^ le was as true as steel, and she knew
“runaway,” right
his universal popularity had
which she had prepared herself, she care not to get into that position again.
.; hut
INSURE IN TEE BEST COMPANY.
As for Faith herself, she had hardly | river, and certainly uad one good re- was conscious of an
The programme can he carried out,
itseff, strangely enough, into
liaped
easy, rocking,
I
ever seemed iu such exuberant spirits
.ETNA -till maintains it- strong pu-i
suit, for it Is ire the sleigh aud its oc- floating motion, and the music of row- and it should be.
c ue of her pet grievances, and this she
Many teachers say,
ii at the head o! all American Fir*
Iti-uram-e
as she displayed that evening, and Mr.
and think, they caunot do this or that,
eupauls swiftly away from wlial was locks, as the oars were swung
1 ad nursed into such strength that its
Companies.
strongly
.Silas Herring assumed for himself a fast becoming an angry tumult of back
A--*n after paving losses in Boston over e
vit energy burst forth, at last, just at
aud forth by the sinewy arms of because they have never tried, and are
-I.UMMMIO.
of personal triumph, as he cracking, tossing, grinding fragments. Curt
species
not willing to make the needful etrort.
he
time
aud
Howland.
J. A. HALE. Agent
wrong
place.
his own position and occu- All Ibis Curt Howland did uot know,
Ellsworth Me.
*
aud iu the hearing compared
at last, her astonishment got
[If I might here give my private
Then,
ipenly,
angrily,
1
-worth. January 1. 1-74.
ltf
with what he could imagine of but. nevertheless, be drove straight the
( if others even, had Faith told
better of her fears and she looked opinion in reference to this oue poiut,
Curt, on pations
Curt Howlaud’s broodiug at home over forward instantly, with a dun ides of
■■
mn
■■ n
t heir return from the
last picnic and
timidly out from her hiding place ; but and to the whole of Mr. Luce's teachid ilofnot
Tim .inilfin
U'na tlimmnui
Well for the color came fast into her cheeks ing at the Institute, I would sav that
o
o
' >oai.iiig party 01 iue seasou mat sue
a
giving help to somebody.
his principles can be carried out in
would never pul her foot into a boat with young people aud old, from far him that lie did so, for, in less than agaiu as she did so.
AT
j common
and near, but good, old-fashioned half a miuiite, be found himself spin( >f bis agaij."
schools, if the teacher deter“The boat, Curt?” she said.
Rider's Block. Main Street,
C urt bad replied with a laugh, “Tlieu hours were kept, nevertheless, and all ning along at almost racing speed, be“Yes, the old boat herself,” he re- mines to do so, and is permitted to have
II VCKSPORT.
MA1XE. ] 'll always have to borrow oue for vou the more so, probably, because of the iiui'i u iigub sicigu, 111 nuitu lucre plied. "1 put it ou iustead of the his own way. Parents often object to
of the sleigh rides shortly arose a female form, which he
I an.
C somebody else
hut Faith learned anticipated pleasure
sleigh-box, to come after you with, just any change from what they consider
afteward.
-| .tier wards that from that
knew only too well, while a clear, firm for the fun of
it, and covered it all the good old way and the only way.]
day forth,
l»r. J. T. OMaOOl).
11 Faith Murray had any remorseful voice exclaimed :
he square nosed hut light-built and
over with robes and blankets.
I only
“O Curt, the ice is breaking ! Drive
1 laudsome skiff, which had carried so promptings concerning her conduct,
expected a good laugh, but now, it has
Town Issues of Railroad Bonds.
ashore
!”
no
external
she
token
right away
certainly gave
saved both our lives. You didn’t mean
oerry a party to the picnic, had never
OFFICE. GRANITE BLOCK.
And be had shouted, in reply :
iiuce that day lieen loosed from its thereof, aud led the fun as if site never
to put your foot in my sleigh and the
The recent decision of the United States
ELLSWORTH..MAINE.
“Head ’em for the island, Sile; you boat at
, •bain at the
head of the little cove heard of such a person as Curtis Howthe same time, did you,
Supreme Court, affirming the validity of
can
’em
in
there.
I’ll
land.
a
keen
follow
like
rhere the liuwland farm came down
briug
observer,
Perhaps
Faith?"
certain bonds issued in aid of a railroad iu
hv.rv branch m the I*ertnl,Br»fe**doi» carried
•
her own mother, if only that good lady right on. Don't be scared.—Faith, 1
n the ue>'t
<o the river.
!>ub*tanliai wanner, and at price*
“O Curt, forgive me!” was all the the State of Illinois. Is a subject of conttiut i. jy e^.iiipetltion.
siderable comment among Wall st., bankW hen winter approached, the boat had been present, might have inclined won’t leave you.”
answer that came just then, and Faith
lad liven taken out, of course, and to the idea that Faith was “overdoing”
A Perfect Set of Teeth for $20!
And then another form had risen in felt specially relieved at the remark ers and brokers. The case in question,
they say, has all the attributes and effect
v r«Uie*ii prndnee t
by the u«e of John-tmi
aieiully carted to its customary shed something but Silas Herring was not a the sleigh, and Faith Murray herself which instantly followed.
of a test case, and the decision consequentI
tiiei-* in w anparatu-and I.njuid Nitron* Oxicar the great barns,
hut Faith felt keen observer, aud the rest of the iner- caught the falling reins as Site Her“There are the horses—safe on their ly covers about every litigation now penor -I. phune Ether
Tb* freezing of the
e
t
lull) performed and *eeth extracted .cry sure that no other female foot
ry company neither thought nor cared ring dropped the m aud sprang out u|>- feet in the shallows and making for the ding or likely to be brought in auy State
1
uthoutpain.
4411
dace her own had been permitted to what might be the source of her high on the ice.
It was a rash and foolish shore.—We’ll be there, too, in five couit founded upon the repudiation of their
railroad bonds by the towns which issued
| spirits. When at last the “quiltiDg- thing to do, aud Curt reined in just minutes. Just look at the lanterns them. The defense
I *ATK>'rs.
itep within it.
raised by the towu in
to
As week had followed week, and | bee” broke up, those whose homeward
There
shore!
must
be
tweutv
long enough
say—
along
question, that the bonds were illegally isdid
to
drive
in
not
them
claimed
to
be
the very strongest
is
uonlh
“That’s
after month went by, Curt How- way
sued,
permit
it, Jake ; jump out and drag men!’’
Win. Franklin Nieavey,
and’s broad and merry face had seem- I the direction of the river, were half him ashore, while I go on after the
Down went Faith Murray's head defense that can be presented in any case
of the kind, and as the Supreme Court has
at Law. and Solicitor of Patents. ed to grow a trifle graver and mure disposed to envy those whose better ruuawavs.”
among the furs again, but in spite of declared that defense insufficient there refortune
was to lead them across its
Jake
the
hut
his
however
water
and
he
and
the
rattle
found
of the mains no other alternative for recusant
thoughtful;
obeyed heroically,
thoughts
roaring
Rines Block. IT Main Street.
little that Sile Herring did indeed
smooth bosom. They
serious they
may have been, had broad,
require rowlocks, she could plainly hear the towns than to manfully meet ther e obligaBANGOR. Mb.
taught him little additional wisdom. dreamed how much to be perferred “dragging” to get him ashore, after exultant, happy, almost cooing tones tions. There are very few railroads iu the
country that have not received aid to some
If they had, he would have known bet- were the rougher but more safe and that wild spring and thump
upon the of a deep, musical voice, that repeated extent by the issue of bonds by the towns
ter than to say what he did to Faith solid roads that took them even among
ice.
her name over, and over, and over, along their lines. It has veiy
generally
subscriber takes this opportunity to inform
rpHE
when he made his first out-and-out ef- rugged hills and heavily-drifted valthe citizens of Ellsworth and
X
Faith was alone in her sleigh now, with other words that seemed to be fit- occurred that the towns have tendered
vicinity, that
*»i*‘
prepared to do all kinds of
fort at recoucilation.
leys.
and but little sorry for that, to tell the ted wonderfully well both to name and inch aid very enthusiastically. In order to
secure the passage of railroads through
Hair Tori in the Uteit and Sett
He had refused all along to be on
Somehow or other, instead of going 1 troth, or even that she had the reins voice.
Styles.
their borders. When the road is ttuished,
«*T>|>ecial attention given to Xaklag Over
than
other
“The
Itoat
and
the sleigh, both!”
any
"speaking terms,” and to bed at his usual hour, Gurt Howland in her own hands, for she knew how to
Mild Ealargiaf aid •witches
however, and the interest i>n the bonds is
How strangely her rash and cruel demanded, or the principal falls due. the
had “left taith to do her own ipiarrel- had lingered and lounged in front ol manage them far better than the
ombings made into switches or weft.
panicRooms at the bouse ot E. Rand. Elm St. (next
'tied South of, and running parallel with. Pine
ling” in a way that was exceedingly his glowing, logheaped fireplace, long strickeu youth who had deserted her, words had come to naught, and what s towns (requenty experience a reaction,
and from an enthusiastic tender of money
staeet.
after every other soul in the bouse had
while the colts themselves were getting man among men was Curtis Howland !
impolite and exasperating.
Miss FRANCES MILLIEES.
aid proceed to a discussion of means
ISbe had fairly longed to see him gone to bed.
When at last the square prow of th<
He had pretended, at the first frenzy of their fright someElibwuntv Oci her23d, 1*73.
43U
for withholding
payments altogether. The
show some signs of temper or senti- first, to occupy himself with a book
what raced out of them. The brave skiff grated on Uie ice and gravel al pretense of fraudulent Issue has hitherto
and moat popular arguthe
been
the
and she had derived no small de
on
and
the
arms
ouce
the
volume
strongest
ment,
but
knew
dropped
margin,
strong
by-and-by
girl
very well what Curt meant
REMOVAL !
ment lor repudiation. With that pica, a
gree of satisfaction from the manner the floor. Then, for a while, Curl by “the island”: a low-lying bit of more caught her up and bore her onsubscriber Earing removed (from the
number of towns have gone into the courts,
in which he had treated his boat.
She seemed to be absorbed in watching lb< duck-marsh and dnft-wood
rooms over A T. .JettisonMore] to toe tiou-e
THf
hardly, ward, Faith Murray’s blushing face wai before the case In question was decided,
.Mi- Martha Jellison on Hancock street, is
had fairly warmed toward him, one vivid changes wrought by the fire at
to
nestle
close
to
Curt’s
shoulabove
the
water’s
ready
for the purpose of relieving themselves ul
edge, not a great
again readv to receive older* for doing hair w ork.
their debts. It Is not kuowu whether any
the seasoned oak and hickory slowlj
Combing* made into switches, or weft, old day, when she learned of his borrowway farther down-stream, bat in the der, and she whispered:
Switches made over and enlarged.
such cases have been carried up to tlic
“No other boat but your’s, if you'll
ing a skiff to go duck-hunting, and yet yielded; and then, as the forestici very middle of the river. She thought
MRS. S.E. CARD
Court before, but it is believed
27tl
she had muttered :
Ell.-worth, Sept ITtli, 1§73snapped in two, and plunged amon| 1 it a* strange stopping-place, at first, un- forgive me—no, not as long aa I live/ Supreme
that this Is the flrst where such an Inportanl
“He said he would borrow a boat tc
Journal.
the coals with a strange, crackling ; til she recalled how bluff and
[Appleton’.i
steep
principle was laid down. The decision
take me out in, but I’ll leach him a sound, he suddenly sprang to his feet
CALL AT THIS O/TICE
will favorably affects great many baaken
were the banks on either side of the
the country,
and bondholders
AMD VET YOUR R USIXES8 CARDS lesson yet
threw on his hat and and overcoat , river for miles uelow the aco-ostomed
look 1 but will not effect throughout
Engaging
photographer—"Just
in any way the railroad,
••hiek mum be excelled.
learn. nnd strode out into the open air u i “crossing.”
Perhaps Curt thought he
little pleased. Miss! Think of la!"
la wboae aid the bonds have been Issued
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Industry

of Maine.

Tuder a resolve of the las'. 1.
ature. providing tor the eotupila.ium of
the Industrial Statistics of Maine, Mr.
W\ K. S. Whitman, State Stalisticairi,

In l-7o, Maine-tood
the

state in

as

the.rvculcenllt

manufacture i.t

value of that

imk.

it

from 11** xanl*
being $P*•».833. Kuf the present year
return* have been
rcceivu-d from
brick* yard*, w ith a total apual ui $ .17
1H ». gix »ng employ incut to *.» 1 7 ban.!*.
brick,
an«l inanulact uring T1 4’*.* *•
xx ith a total x able ol $ .2*».o71.
1’hc iai
e*t iiuiiiImt of brick in ole, a* well a* the
large*! number of yard*, an* in IVu
;
u coiititv. pilin'ipaib in the foxx u
lhcxxer. one coiunaux alom* turning "ii
ox er
ton k. xa!m I at
i* >n
tavoiabl
hi* been
1'. »• p i*t
htl-ilie**
line lot the pro*cci|ti«ill ol t lie
Tlie »n irk* t lor Maine In i' k* i* in tinSlate. Yl.i*.*.i«*lm**-|t* and the S«iullici

production

..

«

*••

p*ri*
«

iN.uit

i.<mi

<

*.

canned corn come* lioui
The be>t
Maine, and tbe l.irg«*t h»h*ter t.»• tot
The total number of eatitiing
are her1
tactorie* in Maine is 33, with an inve*fed eapital ol $823,into, giving employ
ment the present year to 4,»>87 bauds. ..t
which number 2,**27 were males. 1,7*.
tciiialc*, and Hun cbildren; total amount
of pay-roll. $2i»2,7>oo; total value of pr<>duciioii, $1,942,'***". Amount of canned products, as follow*:
Coru, 47
«hmj dozen cans ; suceatash, 7,3'*<» il-./. n
cam* Mobsters,2.'. 1 ,»>'*" dozen cans: *a>in
on. 20,uou dozen cans; clam*. l.*.,M* d■ ./rn cans; total
production, 7:»7>,7'*u do/
The bu*inc** i*> virtually
cue.in*.
i»* 1 on by three Portland packing >nnpanies. which also during the winter
season put up a large amount ot meat*,
dv. Two of these tiian* also have ta
lories in Nova Scotia, the product*
which are not cncluded in the foregoing
exhibit. The packing factories on tic
coast extend l^om Yarmouth t*. t' i|
S lide, and their product* g«* t«* all pa
oft he world.
«

>

urms

i.ooi»*

t
1* oiled s ate* •emus report
1 si’,*i gix«‘* the number ot la On :••*
•
ol
lure
»t'. .i
Maine lor tbe luaniit
good*, not specified, i* 2" ; total capital,
32"
leu,,
$9.78y,t>83; steam power,
water poxver, 7.3"* hor*e: baud* emmales
2.7.M; female*,
ployed
children, 372; total number, • •7:* \x
ges, $2,359,397; value of material*, in1,2-so; value,
eluding supplies,

The

production,
mills

for

$11,739,781.

Number ol
hat Mug.

the maiiulacture of

wadding, thread, twine and yarn, three
total capital, $50,uuo; water power, 11
completed his annual report, which
horse; hands employed male*, 22, lewill shortly he published.
It will niates
:
23, children 13; total number,
make a book of—pages, and is a clear
wages, $14,6»1U; value ot material, inaud ipiite exhaustive showing of the cluding supplies, $77».7#oo; value of provarious industries that go to make up duction, $104,400. The total number of
the material wealth of the Stale.
Its cotton manufacturing establishment*
l idldetails, classifications and statistics— returned in 1870, according to the
*

has

*

its cheerful facts and
BUUW

I>I1C

giuniu

of the State.

Ul

ed States

figures—plainly lowing
muillliUCTUlCS

U1C

These facts will lie valuable to business uieu, both in and out
of the State.
We know that M.\ Whitman lias worked patiently and diligently, and with hut few guideboards along
the way, to secure the valuable facts
1
wbich be has grouped in his report.
the character of which is very sin larin its line to the valuable report on the
Water Power of Maine, by \i ater1
Wells.
The report under consideration embraces statistical details and tables relating to the manufacturing, mining,
commercial and agricultural interests
of the State ; together with the valuation aud appropriations for various
purposes of the several towns and cities. In order to gather material for
his work, the compiler transmitted
through the mails, to manufacturers,
assessors, and others, nearly
14,000
circulars, schedules and written letters.
The returns from assessors were very
meagre and of comparatively no value ;
but the returns from manufacturers
and others were found to be of great
value. The total number of establishments returned, complete aud partial,
is 2361. In compilation of the statistics, the term •‘manufacturer” has
been applied to every person who turns
out a product, including the village
shoemaker, who makes shoes for his
local customers, with the cotton mill
that turns out its textile fabrics lor a
market not bouuded by geographical
limits. The returns, therefore, embrace tiie productions ol'every individual, Urm aud corporation, which the
compiler has been able to procure,
with-oul regard to the value of the
production. This plan gives a show

census

results:

repot t, present the t«»I
Total number of es-

tablishments, 23; capital,

$9,839,0*7.;

power, 820 noise; water power,
t.ois horse; number of spindles, 4.59,772; hands employed, males 2,000, teinales *5,246 children, 587; total number,
9,439; wages, $2,565,197; value of materials including supplies, $5,746,780;
value of production, $11,844,181. There
is a discrepcucy between llie returns of
the statistical department of the census;
comas those of the former are full and
plete. the\ are supposed to he correct.
The total number ol factories far the
manufacture of cotton goods in the
State at the present time is 21; total
capital, $12,382,000; steam power, 39o
horse; water power, 9,250 horse; number of spindles independent of those not
specified in returns, 552,338; value of
raw material, $0,511,745; value of prosteam

duction, $12,427,671); bauds employed,
male* 2,769, females 7,304, children 721;
total number, 10,794 ; wages, $3,426,825.

Total number ot establishments for the
manufacture of batting, twine, warp
anil yarn, five, capital, $130,000; water
power, 205 horse, machines employed,
which the returns do not stale whether
looms or spindles, 245; number ot spindles, 4,700; pounds of hatting, 2,400;
pounds of warp, 207,000; pounds ol
warp, twine and hags, 551,000; poundol yarn. 144,000; value ot malarial*,
$170,045; value of production, $275,920;
hands employed, males 37, females 82'
children 26: total number, 145; wages,

$45,200.
The increase of capital
employed in
the manufactured all kinds ol cotton

goods Rince 1870 is

$2,542,315,

an

in-

in number oi spindles, independent of those not specified, 92.566. luelease in \alue ol product, $.583,489, an
cent.
increase of neore than five per
The average value of production per
spindle is $22.50. against $25.76 per
spindle in 1370. The increase in the
number oi operatives employed since
1870 is l,3o-i. an increase ol 12 per cent.
Average ainni *1 wages per factory hand
iug to the small establishments which 'is $317.47. against $271.75 per hand in
of $45.72 per hand, or
ar< necessary ami important
feeders 1870. an increase
more Ilian 16 per cent,
per haud. The
to the larger.
|iei baud amouul* in value to
pnalucl
iiKuW ls or MAKl'l ACTUKES.
$1,151 34: iu 1870 it auiiiuuuxl to $!,The growth of luauuiacl ure* iioui l"6o 254.81 per hand. Five new compaineto 1670 was 106 per eeul,
making no are gelling ready to operate,
allowance of discount to bring currency i
(To be Continued.)
crease
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Correspondence.

Letter From the Capital.

In mv former article I showed tint in
Lett-ir from Washington.
P«t>li*he<l every Thnredav Morning at t'»>onit*. the human race and also in the lower anB»ork. Ellsworth, Me., bv TIIE HANCOCK imals. the greater
physical power of the
Washixotox. D. C.. Jan. SI.
COT NTT PUBLISHING COMPANY.
male marked him as the natural ruler.
For term*. 4c., »ee first page.
THK CUIt y .irsm'K.
M. P*TTKN(flI.L*4 CO., 10 *4tate Street,
Also that voting is simply a teat of force
Boston. 37 Park Kow. New York, and 701 Chestnut
AHut«b« lons'azoav hover. amt tlie
Street. Philadelphia.are our Agents tor procuring and as governments are sustained by force
> Chief Jiistle*
advertisement* tor the AvtCh'tK in the above
ro*4y i® take hi- vc'»t! TV
cities, an l authorited|to contract for •advertisii.g a vote which gives no Index of military
incut came us* surprise totin' inaappoint
at our lowest rates.
power would be unsafe. In the present 1
V»rlty. as r.rr (Vw person* know tin- Inarticle I shall endeavor to show some of i
tentlona of the President In regard to It.
the
mSSDAY.VJAm&Y 29, 1871
and the general opinion was that after his
PHYSIOLOGICAL REASONS

Editorial Correspondence.

why

women

Jan. 2*. 1S74.

To the Editor of the American:—

eorae

qualities

Such questions done ;

qualities ot their
grandfather and females take the
qualities ot their paternal grandmothers.
This ls*a very wise provision of nature.
For if boys derived their qualities from
their fathers and girls from their mother*
then men would become coarser, rougher.

selves, are obliged to move special
ralttees, or overhaul the Statutes.

sterner

Th

Committees however, are up to their chin
in Bills and orders which they are actual!
sorting and shaping for reporting to tlv

in hi*

and

vile and
state

>

of

To

as a

last, occurred the annual
meeting ol the State Agricultural Society.
It »»i a big time. For week* a ctormy

learned

and

than

take up the mantle fallen from his illustrious predecessors, and worthily wear it;

day noon, the grand army of kyrutitui expectants, were on hand In full force, in-

sultlngly joyous
won.”

j

they become fully

aware of the Increased
accessions to the rank* ol those, whom in
their meanness of purpose,
they had provoked to the contest. The last vote was
for Secretary, and when a count, of ldj

honor to

the station lie a-suuies. and
1 the profession he adorns.
an

equilibri-

I

tlieie is this regular crossing of qualiCONOKKSStONAI. MATTFKS
legislature.
Congress has done nothing very start“To hang or not to hang” is the grea t tics iu every generation. Now tuodera- i
question which is now pending before th tk>n, forbearance, paternal modesty, and ling during the pact week, although eotiself-control arc very desirable qualities.
stantly occupied, and accomplishing a i
judiciary Committee, and on which man
distinguished men are to be heard. Thcr ( In facta person destitute of these qualities I great amount of talk. The financial qm <tlon of the day are receiving a
is a very general dissatisfaction with th ,» would not be said to have a w ell balanced
great
preseut law on the subject, the objection s niiml. But it must he remembered that amount of attention, and the spirit of all
to which were very clearly pointed out i » these are the natural qualities of woman. ! the measures seems to t>e decidedly eooum

votes, 1.51 were lor

candidate, they

|

the Governor's address.

There

is

a

and if

d<

qualities they

have these

sons

our

must get them from their mother, as
daughters must get their fort it ute. will

Domical iu

j

evciv

respect, showing

AT

a coui-

emulate with

Governor, who thus fleshed his maiden pi n
on granite.
Cyrus J. Hall's Bill for leat e
a

lias

a

petition before the Counnen

men

position:

iu the cont e*t fur jm.w
a
word let her dives

in

such*a« fortitude,

».

ert*

and

t ort olan

lie*

oimnittee lor authority to exteud a whs rf
into tide water near the steamboat wharf u
Bar Harbor, (.'apt. Chas. lieering of ti e

to

her

male children

there

strengthened and reinforced by

the

t

•>

Judiciary Committee which is trving 1 .1 tie* necessary t«> make them good
shape it so as to he etiicient and yet i. a brothers, husbands ami hither or
g"**d citizens. A
generation of
endanger private right-

■

Eastern River from

fishways.

?s»a7.ey and others have tiled
strauce,

and

lively

times

are

John
a

1 here i* another
not be overlooked.

remoi

expeeter

ha* yet been iteard of any petilioi
to divide Ellsworth.
Wlicr. they come w

liojie

"I >ing restraint, aud
but their ow n will.

>

Nothing

attests

often in

«

by th<

*

x

tv*-:

the

ot

editorial ••tee" dwindles dow

guished

n

iuto

a

vei

idiotic,

y

or

the time

E.

afford to
The "London Fun" thus notices Ho
Neal Dow of Portland :

predisposed

come
run

when

to

we

Insanity.

n-

the ri-k of

a

a:

sacrificing

self-protection’*

tempted

1 hes<

a*

they

be-

markaYilelu some of it* prop. ItionOne of its
proviso!)*, is a trial furth"i-h. of any person, upprelnndrd. charged
:tYi capital crime, a wi-c. and much n*vd•d provfsi »u.
I’he -am
hill
on;a.;i*. a
new. a..d startling definition of
mtitder,
thepra 'ical working of which, would he,
w

er*

<

to

e»i

ajK*. and

so

l«n»k

we

THK INSANE AfcYI.I

!

for anotlicr.

jI

M.

The hill of Mr*. Packard’s "To
protect
inmate* of Insane Asylum*.” which
“provides ior a board «>f commissioner*, two

obciurc. One must think as
><n| patient and 'pilef. *huk-

! ing hand* with the crowd

tin

fituj.

conducting murder-trials, doe* not have a
sudh ivut number ol loop-hole* for murder-

eve

and

n

to It'j-iUz’ that crime, thou shalt not murder •‘enfA .iif i>,.
,‘ror .r.jti ,tl ,,f ,x grt<il
,rr
t-. thatthc
toj
xUting method «*f

President Orant gave the
first reception of the season since New
\ car’s, and the White Hou-e was full to
repletion with great and small. distinthe General

l

Thu Yell

•

•'ltl>Itn:\T* Rl< HITlov.

eat

last resort.

1

1
fore the Legislature “for the Y»etter
protecin life in
Maine,” is very re-

t!i*• painting- ami other thing* «*f be.*uty.
lor this time w »• pa>- them bv. hop :ig
s,uue future t*uiv to give a fuller de-

Tuesday

This

tion ot hum

..

scription.

Ha

nation

children bom every fourth year?
are no bugbear-.
They are farts

•*

one

volunteers, ha< its sequence in

hf«* c«m!d he breathed into *«* beautiful a
thing, which 1* all It U«ks t%.r perfection,
but al**-! the Pygmalion is m*t there!
1 uue w mid tad to mention < v«*n lli'* name*

likely to 1m
of a politic*

a

it

Capital ptini*hm**nf.

wa*

sentimentalism which screen* the
liiil- 'Misni'o of wilful murder and seek* to
one #1 nr a the
punishment due t th- devil’s

wonder if the gentle creation cheri-he*
any memory <»f the Creator in her iiiathlc j
heart. and it seem* almost possible that

uop»w«i

is

to

who

souls,

sickly

of hi- generous dona-

it

"|.|.i.sr<l

tend*

humanitarian age, you know—wherein
I
po*es<«»« an inestimable
passion
tor throat cutting, *uch should Y>e nAiW.M
!
from the
condign Justice of the law That

to

loLs of Ellsworth people ovi r 1 ampaign. Indeed such excitement c-ml.
hereto look after them. Tlius far Co
hardly fail to have a serious effect on thei
Hadlock is the only man from the count y offspring*. And it ever the time c »m*
who stands by.
when women vote and live for month* ii
\ ou notice that the American was dul
y succession in a state ot political ex te
represented in the Editorial Associatioi i. nient probably a large jiercentage of tin
W e had a high time, and not withoi it children born soon after a
presidentia
profit. These editors are not different fro u election would be of such a nervous am 1
other men. W hen you get near them. ti c excitable tetufierauient a* to be elthe
pronoun.

utv

a-

to si-e

ordinary singular

nc*

pure ami lovely a* when first
from the sculptor'* hand: one i%

men

tiling which shouh
Married women an
dement

ire

Powers' uiarvi i of beauty, the <ire« k
-lave, 04 < upics a conspicuous place, and i*

condition not at all

a

benefited

*•

knowing

Mature, of these

tion.

.-m*.

characterized l»y w illfulne** ami head !•*!»;
r:»*hne*-; destitute of
-elf-coutrol, *le-

Burnham Estes and others have a pet
tion before the Committee on Fisher ie
for the repeal of an old Act. rxcmptiu Z

gilt ti|»oii the City. Mr.
ha- indeed made a wise dis|*o-i-

galleries can boast. but well selected and
choice, giving lair promise for the future.
the picture* nod statue* were
Many
taken from hi* private gallery, ami placed
here lor the puhl.c eye. a sa< rilicr which,

al tendencies of their aex, and the r« »ul
steamer I.ewiston lias filed a rrmon«trano », won 1«! b«* a gener.ilion of men whic h u<
\ genera
and there will be some little contest ovi r power on earth coul l govern.
It. The Bar Harbor Water Co. Bill is
thm of men utterly destitute of the
n
ttie

murder*.
the crime of murder, and a
punishment therefor, there are. an u*ual.
more or less, in both branches ot the I
.eg-

his vast wealth, and by thi# betiefactiou dispiaved a truly noble spirit; the
colbi t ion i- not -o largo a- souie other

!»«

natur

“full sail". The rojkorts of commit tee* begin to indicate what there l*» to be done.
For often, the first reading of a Hill, ora
Resolve, conveys no truthful idea of what
i* purposed, nor of tin* heated, or
protracted debate, which it may provoke.
Many
au “Act"
has obtained, when. eoifjd it
have been unmasked, or its intent i>een
lairly understood, would have got the 4,gob>" in double «piick. Knpeeially true, is
tin* of Resolves appropriating money, upw hich the member from
on
Surry, put a
damper, on Saturday. Among ttie excitlog‘picstioua. are au overhauling of the
State's Tri-on expenditure*, ttie lunatic
Hospital, and a murderous Hill, to present

<*1

ndependance and i.i*u!>-

WORK.

Regarding

munificent

a

ordination; let her transmit those quali

e

<

l

the Week, and come away in admiration of
the princely liberality that bestowed such

herself of the milder qualities of her s-s
ami only cultivate the- sterner
qualities

wharf into tide water is slow v
passing through its several readings, at d

to

build

er

which

equalled the expectations of the
public, although yd far from e^iupietiou;
hundred-«>t people have visited it during

like “our army ill

After nearly three weeks in “getting under way” the work if legislation, is under

oui

The Bill to incorporate the Stlmsou Grai t- crease her ratline--: diminish her loyalty
dimini*!
ite Company of Sullivan was the first Bi U increase her Insubordination;
passed by the Fifty-third legislature, an ,1 ln-r forbearance, increase her intolerance
the first to receive the signature of the ue » let her desire to rule ami lead; let liei

IVassou, the farmers

swore

Flanders."

I niendable desire to spare the purses of the
capital pin
ant
ishment. or to make it stern and sun
sovereign people. Many hilis tor private
I think there will be some change thoug li audacity from their father. And so long j citizens have been proposed, and for the
as the
sterner
qualities giveu to oui relief of many a pour person in need of
only after a fierce debate.
and smoother
The Verona Bridge will be violently o| >. daughters are softened
j such action. Our legislators are not as
down
the
nature of their sex and sc j vet so far removed from the common
!
v
the
Penobscot
influence
aided
by
by
peoposed
long as the milder qualities given to our ple that they are deaf to their wants, and
some llailroad influence.
It is rather <1
boys are hardened up by tb«» natural quali- Heaven forbid that they ever should beasperating to sec bow cavalierly they a:
s»*
couie so!
pirc to treat that part of the state East < ,f ties |*-culiar to their sex. so long will
j
» OIU'OKAN
I
aim O \ 1 I I UY.
the lVnobscot. The frieDds of the Bridg r ciety progress iu the right direction. Bu'
nic great event <#f the week was the :
will make a hard tight, and wilt mil e once robe woman with the qualities **
man ; diminish her
some impression that will be ot use in It
modesty, increase hei opening of the Corcoran Art f Cillery to the ;
brazen lie**; dimmish her moderation, in j public, an event long
tare legislatures.
mricip.ited. and j

termination to either abolish

of “their conquest to be
Nor. till the hour of voting, did

I

gentlemen and ond lady, appointed by the 1
Governor, to visit all public and private 1

filed

hospital*'for

past him. it It would not he a* easy for him
light a battle, as 14• g,, through vvitii the

the Insane at their

di*crcl|

^

re**!.

1 lieu (he

ctowii* were

ticket

AGENCY,

ami the Princes* Marie commenced at noon in the presence of a vast
assemblage of guests in the palace. The
various galleries were filled with ladle*
sumptuously attin d. The prevailing costume* were
peculiarly Russian, the ladies
being mainly iu velvet and diamonds, and
the men la uniform, with the exception of
the American diplomatist*.
After assembling, a
procession was
formed, with the grand equerries and the
chamberlains, officers of the court leading. Then came the Emperor, Empress,
Imperial Prince and Prince**. Prince of
" ale*. Prince*.* Imperial of
Germany and
Denmark and Prince Arthur, followed by
the bride and bridegroom, who wore the
Russian naval uniform. The bride was
splendidly apparelled In a long crimson
velvet mantle. ^trimmed %vitli ermine, ami
wore a ditnond coronet.
Her train was
borne by four pages. Then followed an
immense procession, the Imperial Family,
Prince*, princesses and court officials.
The procession on reaching the Russian
church, was received by the metropoliton
head of the Russian church, the
Indy
synod hearing crosses and sacred vessel#
of holy water. The Emperor conducted
the bride and bridegroom to the middle ot
the church, assuming his station with tin
Empress immediately behind. Around
the bridegroom stood Prince Arthur and
the Grand Dukes. The* wedding lings,
borne on golden salvers, were deposited
on the alter*
temporarily, by the Imperial
confessor until placed on the Ungers of th<
bride and bridegroom.
The magnitl' ent chapel was illuminated
with wax candles. The floor was eoveret
with a velvet crimson and gold carpet, am
the alter with gold.
The Greek marriage ceremony was tin
ique. In the absence of music, chant.*
and intoned prayers were given during (In
service. Crown* were held *u«|>endct
over the bead* of the bridal
pair. Prince
Arthur holding the crown over the Dukt
of Edinburgh
and Grand Duke Sergiu*
that over tin* bride. Tin* imperial confess
or then
said. “Thou servant or God
Alfred Ernest Edward, art crowned foi
thi*handmaiden of God, Maria Alexan
drovua, in the name of the Father. Soi
and Holy Ghost/*
Prince Arthur becoui
ing tired holding the heavy crown, was re
lieved. Then the epistle to the Ephesian*
V, jn-gj w.i-. read. After the reading wi
concluded the marriage at t ana ofGaiile*

industry, and shall not be prostituted to Illegitimate ends.
Early on Monday, the skirmisher* of the
“outs” put ill an appearance, and by Tues-

Established,

insurance's,

.tlsrrisft CarrM airs.

Edingburgh

tical

a

Royal Wedding.
ike

A despatch front fit. Petersburg mvi
that tlie marriage ceremony of the Duke of

der*. ill.affected l-2.40" men. and scmlpetrifled “sore-head*," in hostile arrav
against the men from the Held and farm,
who** chief desire is. that the Society
shall continue to tie the expponent of prac-

man,

tf

The Expected Eruption of Vesuvius. charge if. It was loaded'with buck
A. D. trie.?.
—The Naples correspondent of the Lou- and
McCurdy hud the care of it. setting it
don Mortiing Standard writes, under date
right and removing it iu the mornevery
of Jan. 4: “As I informed
you by tele- log. lie set it os usual. Saturday night,
graph, Vesuvius Is unusually active, and and Sunday forenoon he attended church.
•luce jfesterday morniug the smoke ominIn the afternoon lie went Into the shop,
ously dense. Watching the mountain last and, as is suppose ! forgetting the gun. atevening In the moonlight it was impossible tempted to go up stairs when he dischargto conceive a more beautiful and, I must
ed It. The contents entered near the col6 Coombs’
•dd, a more alaruiiug
Block, : Ellsworth.
Interesting picture. larbone and
through the hark of
Everything around seemed, as it were, to the head and phased
He fell to the bottom
neck.
be tamed am! folding breath. The
bay, a distance of seven steps, and when found
which has so often and so furiously raged,
his head was resting upon the hearth of a
was as a lake or a sheet of glass—not a
stove near
Under him was a pool of HARTFORD.
LIKEN! X.
ripple was to he seen or heard. Not a blood. To hy.
appearance, death ensued inORIENT,
IMPERIAL.
cloud appeared in the sky to dim the
was
no
Indications
of
as
there
Ills
stantly
MANHATTAN,
GERMAN! A
brilliancy of the moon, or to obscure the having moved after lie fell. He was a
magnificent sight of the dense column of man
AMAZON.
of sixty years old ami residupwards
smoke that streamed
up from the crater. ed at Branch Mills, Palermo, where he
One could but hope that the
consequences leaves a family.
of the expected
eruption might not he too
serious. The following is a
copy of ProList of Letters.
fessor
Palmier!'* report:
I N ION & MAINE LLOYDS of Banjtor.
“Ve*uvlu*.
which for many months has presented the
List of letters remaining in the l*o*t Office
1
of
phenomena
perennial smoke, issuing Jan. 24.
from the bottom of the twin craters rather i
L I 1y K
ItlnU.lcll, IL M.
Iscavy. Maggie O.
than the fumarotr at the sides of the same,
llillirr, Mary S.
Moon*. Hannah
yesterday showed an increased activity, Jordan. Klvt-na
<
Ml
arolino
K.
l’UAfi
Maddox,
BENEFIT. Assets. $20.000.imm>
both in the quantity of sinoke and the force
Johnson. William
MrLoud, John
by which it was ejected. The crater which
Is most active is that on the north-west
j
t i c k: k t
! side of the Observatory. No tire has yet
i been visible, hut the globes of spiral smoke
TO ALL POINTS TEST,
| indicate that ii is uot very far from the
tP
^1
BY THK
surface.
L. 1WLMIKKI."
“(Signed,)
n a 11% hi;

shot,]

-4 SCK'NK OP OttAT 8PLKXD0R.

ently Incongruous Influence*, allied to
carry theeleetion by an impel tou*|charge.
1'he assailant.* were,
superphosphate ven-

did be think,

jurist,

Areesai

election had been brewing. Early In the
week were developed, diver*. nudffnppnr*

with, what Is betstainless reputation for

practical

honesty,

prevent this

and maintain the

things

State

The

Wednesday

all. a
and well qualified to preside over
the deliberations of the Supreme Court of
the Cnited Stab's; a man who may well
ter

more

submissive.

own

shrewd,

willful and Intolerant
with every generation, while women would
become constantly weaker and more ser-

com

ho

27.

URAKOKRS IN SKSSION.

and not long did the position wait .for its
occupant. Judge Waite Is said to he a
man eminently fitted by legal training and
judgment for the place, of high reputation

maternal

give rise to much debate, ami those net
members who learn to distinguish them

Augusta, Jan.

unsuccessful trials, he would wait
time before sending in the third man

for confirmation, bnt not

back males Inherit the

The principal apparent buainess of th<
“assembled wisdom" thus far has been t<
incorporate Cheese Factories, and to an
thorise the extension of wharves belov
low water mark.

two

Children

from their parents. Generally male children take their qualities
from their father or going still further
Inherit

AUOLSTA,

should not vote.

General News.

PIHk.

|

s,

Special Notices.

—

—

ko^ %*« Lake Shore &. Grand Trunk

ANTHcO

Encourage

If you have
of your own
city
village, patronize its men bants
and inerchanics in preference to those of
You cannot expect outany other place.
siders to Ik; attracted to your stores and
shops, so long a* you patronize the traders and artizans of other
places, to their
exclusion. See to it that your local and
county papers are well supported with
subscription*, advertising and job work.
Nowhere does the public spirit of a place
tell so conspicuously a- h< tv.
A well-.*ti|>ported newspaper gives a village a good
name far and wide.
So long ns your own
State supplies drst-class religion*, political
or literary
it
i* the duty of publicpapers,
spirited men to support them in preference
to periodicals, no better, published in
other States.
We are not speaking for
ourselves in this matter, tor we have no
cause to
complain. New England people,
at home and abroad, are giving the
I ran
a
liberal and flittering patronage,
script
and our subscription list steadily Increases.
ltut we notice that some of the thriving villages of (his State are not taking the
interest tJiey ought in their local papers, of
which little can be expected so Ion/ a-* they
are kept half starved.
Sec how a little extrn patronage will enliven them.—Portland
any

pride

your own.
in the prosperity

•

j
!
1

•

!

:

|

Transcript.

v

by the ohl establish*-!
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from
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•flrn

other

look

Pair

than

having

(umm

stoma*1 h

DHAFTS

Nick

.mil
worm*

payable in

in tbo

KN<»I.\M>. IRELAND

ItRQWV* VKKMIM'i.l COMF1 T*
will «!i**iru\ Worm* without injury t*» thr
hild,
m
b«mg pcrlertly VVIIITK, «ifd !>•••• fr• *in ill <
mg or jllwr injurious ingrrdomu usually u*« «l in
worm preparation*.
( lull* A IIIIOWN. Proprietor*.
No.
Fulton >lt..« l, New V oik
bold by l»ruggi*t* a< d ♦ tiemi*<
and dealer* in
km* a lt*»\
Medicine* *t Twk\t\ Fiv»
spiwl v in

In addition
duced a

Thirty

1‘innoit,

in sums t<>

<

Trisrs' rt|irriciirc
old Aursr.

ol

SCOTLAND

or

suit.

business. I have

>;r

MUSICAL DEPARTMENT
I

:iii

rontiantly

have

* l“

V

j

will

hand

An

Ih-r/tinn,
St

H inuluw'u Moot king Sirup i« the
f
|*
|»renrriptloH of one ul ih<
man* and Nur*«*« iu the toiled Mawanil li t*
bsN-n u*e<l for tinny
f.uhu*
years with nn.
} safety and iiutpis by million* o| mother* and
f*hildt**n. from the leeble infant of one w«*«*k "id
i to the Adult. Il correct* a«*idit. fifth** st .t;, ,,-n.
re’ii'Ves wind rolm.. legiiltle* the nati-l
health uid
give- rest
tnlnrt t.» m»
1
j fluid. Me osdi. v.s il to In- n,.> ll.-.|
\
Remedy in itif W url l. in ill ..is* -j I»V
TKUV *n I IHALUIPK V l\» llll.lif;;
a
u| rr
it 4i i.*«•
f rs>iii Teething
fr
|
f.lllsfs.
full dirfi t.oll* fh| Uh .1.. a
Hi..
•*••'h !•"?!
Vo
111: i;i.•
-.in
of! ruri'* A
PKKKIN* Is "I, rh. our.
u
tj.
Sold bv all M* dieine d«\ti«
per.
uj.u"! j*
s

the above

to

Mt toi/fon.n

be *olU

on

93k--j

monthly

• r A tin** ii--.»rtment «>! tl..>
"’at «n«I Instrumental. a!

V

ami

u-hif/ Marhinr*.

e*.

in-t.i!'i

I r. t -he©- \j
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ed and the marriage couple walked thriei
around the raised dais. holding to the tq
of the confessor'* rol»e with one hand am
a caudle In the other.
At the coucludor
of the ceremony the sacramental cup \u
hrought forward, blest and partaken of l»)
the bridal pair, the confessor presenting
(lie cro-s which both kissed. The deae.it
mar
g i\c m eloquent admonition on the
riage duties. A ft guards the chant wasting by tiie choir, 'Glory to thee. < > ;,M|.
com hiding with
the benediction. Thi
ended the Greek service.
The pr«»ccs«ion then *hmh
formed
pro.-, eding to the Hall Alexander for tin
Anglican *«*r\ice.
Dean Stanley of Westminster
Abbe]
ofti'-iated. lie appeared at the alter wear
ing his Episcopal surplice, with a jew ell
ed collar of the order of lluth around hi.
neck, and was assisted by two redden
English clergymen.
The members oi the English colony, in
eluding bankers and merchant*. gath-r..
at
the left of the altar.
Coiispicuou
among them were Governor Jewell, tie
\m« ri'-an Minister Lord Loftti*. the
Kng
iidi Minister, and the corps diplomatic
Many of the liritLsh wore near let uniforms
Especially noticeable wa* Prince G«»ru
chakoff for hi* venerable appearance, cur
rounded by the leading members of tin
ltu*«ian nobility gathered on the right «*
the altar.
The Episcopal chants were *uug
by th.
Kussiaii clioristcr lad*, in long criui*or
dresses. When the marriag* proeessioi
entered, the bride was b tween tier fathe ;
and the bridegroom, with Prince Arfhu
b» hind.
1 he service
being conclude*
a>rr»..aiy congrafthirvd tin
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lish.-I-.' A i—elation,
began at the Senate PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
<'haiuber in tin: (State House
Thursday
l\o. 4 BlulMa. h Hrrrl, lluatun.
President F. E. Shaw hi the
evening.
When a thing h couuterk-ilc I, it i- a
t hair. 1 here w as a
The
good attendance.
1 «• I*.
President [irrspnlisl ntllclally the invitation t* excellence and p..p ilarilv.
Medical Institute i* a c.-»*e in point. I
from Governor Dingley to attend a
reccplion to he given at the Augusta House on good faith many years ago. ami the
-.tie
Fridas evening, in honor ol the Association. j ifdiui.-nt *»f the kind in the country
A vote of thanks w as extended to the Govand ever-increasing popularity fi
cu i-. d ?he
Medical Institute to b.: pn.i
u. 1
» ;
ernor, and also to the Senate for the use
>
ed by a lot of inlauioiiM «jua» k», eutpinl
• >f the Senate
Chamber for the meeting.
pretenders, who have tie. n n 1 iv riu-The following iillieers were ehosen:
the public by -ailing under a *t,t ...
ol thc I’. tuody Mcdirul |(1.
(U m
President, Geo. VV. Driseo of Mvhias: j founder
no
way be IkeMi rsipanilblc f.n t
\ ice President', Win. II.
Simpson. Geo. \\ | name ot .i reput
and well kn-.a
\.
Muinby, Clias. A. lord; See., Jos. Wood; Lalilinhiuent and legitmiu’e m.-d t|
,n
■.
< or.
which lias liean troui the -:.trt
t
j, •,
Secretary. A. H. S. Davis;
to the treatment
f n.-rvou
.inf*
ler.tng.
Charles K. Nash; Executive Committee!
lections, from whatever au-c
T.
Stanley
Puileu, J.. A. Emery, II. h
• ng Its e\ut.iii' i- there h.iVw
been I...... I [r
Morrell.
seveial medical pubiteuti >n*.
a
Mr El well suggested that a committee of a w ork on l»isca-e- of ft,. \. *
..
tl
have hnl almost a wnrld-wi le eir. uh.ii-u
one from each
be
to
county
appointed
keep popularity. *l
a record ol the
newspapers, changes, etc., the high Character o| the In-titut -n under w
in their several counties, and report annu- patronage llteae medical works h*v<
e«l. Meantime it
mg to k
ally to the Association. It was voted that ral of the impudent gratify
charlatans, whol.iv.
such a committee he
bv the chair it* name to cover tleur netaiuou-% p.a, i.
appointed
getting tlieir d.-'.-rt* .nlhc per..!
.*
during the present session.
There will he
Uic Commonwealth.— liovtuv IlKltat.t*.
two sessions Friday.
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with power to send for person* or
pa|M*r*. I couple.
:»nd examine witnesses under oath to asWhen the crowd dispersed there was ;
General Neal Dow. of the Unit* ,j no physiologist will deny. Thi-propose
monotonous toil of a reception, but it has
IhlV < Wl Ml?-* *1 I H1|> ,|;r
certain if tYic iumatc.s’arc imi>rop«.T! v treat- frightful rush on the stairway*. Old Gen
»ur -t .:et,
he ha. them or a .11
reform
iera! Kauffman, the hhivu hero, wa* entail
t*' be taken a- one
Mate*, has been spouting water at Gui p
procure ttii lor v...;
contrary to nature and dep* m
the ar< --.»ric- of the ed or unjustly placed there, witfi
»
4
••ci,d u. one dollar. your name
p
!
in
the
-b*d
mass, but being recognize*! b\
•ur near at
ford, and got shut up like an unwbolsou t. upon it w hoever violates natures law mu*
P«i*itioii and he hear* it lik«- a hero. as he discliarge any attendant or
-taliou. no a.
;»i.
employe merit- the Grown Prim e was instantly re*, tied.
ten lo\.
mol muph>
li.uCieiit
1.
^
tin*
suffer
W
e
ipenalty.
have euougli of these liydr v
pump.
\tuojig the many distinguished men ing discharge for misdemeanor; said board
ft It}
Much attention w a* paid bv’tlie Kii**iat
in" f
ai»«l women present. the soldierly* figure of to
t«. Governor Jewell and
Ul MI'.Hor
cephalus lecturers of’ our own, witho
dignitaricIIMVUICT
cm
!
family
report anuualiy to the Governor. Any | who are
-nlc (irooer. and l»calei- m u.e
I
Mr Editor:—I notice in the last i«**u«* o l <*en. Mil rrnan was
mi. | **t
extremely popular.
wanting
spillings-over trout Yunk< .t.
:li 1 li'lail 1 *e
very noticeable, w 1th member of the board neglecting to heed
Je
w.,1 li
I lh.
( riticUm was made ou the
the
ah!.*,
American
an
from the iart that the.
appearand
Land."
article, by A. F. t..
the stern face softened by a genial smile, the call of
:t,-;a
inmates for protection, proved of tlie bridegroom. Hi* reserved and sol
in
reply to my article ou w o met a- he greeted his friend* with chivalrie |1 to have been needed shall he deemed unlit «mn manner created an unfavorable ini
H. A. BARTLETT & CO.,
A Committee was recently
1 will
sav in
reply tha j courtesy. Tire di-play of toilette# was lor his ofti *e and discharged. The mutates pre**h»n. The Prince and Princes* o |
ap|ioint<-d 1 iy -suffrage.
11"> .\ rth Anm' >
V\ ales’ affability wa* cheered on
J I,
the Anglers Association of Massachusett s ; no one more heartily
theii
than 1
very line on the part of the ladies, ami
apprire to be allowed to write to the board at
1 lo t /( Itin
r
>7.,
IC
)
coming on the street.
1
I
to appear before the
chiles
and
admires
the
the
earne«tne<!
were
i.i
and
gentlemen
also
in full dress,
Lro i ,Sf.. II ,*/ou.
legislature
pr
After the marriage ceremony, a
will, uules- prohibited by the board, Lctbanquel
with which this woman
cure the enactment of a law.
has opp**et
which give* les- chance fi*r di-plav.
wa« given
dim »
at the palace. Madame putt
Mis# * ter* addressed to inmates to be delivered to
prohibit!!
sp Do l mo I
CUUI“_
the taking of lobsters under eleven inchi .j slavery and intemperance, and 1 knov
r«./xcn* who won all hearts
singing. Suh«eqneiitiy a ball was given a
On Friday the Association met in the
by her elo- them without being «c.i 1. A coroner** in- I St.
Hall, the Emperor being pre*
in length, measuring from the head to tl ) that this same noble desire to elevate :1m
ipu m i* on the rostrum was very cliarming, quest to be bold in all case* of sudden cut.George's
Judiciary room.
j
;
The following gentlemen were elected
extremity of the tail when straighten* ,j race prompts her to advocate womans’ \«>t ; »*‘d made m w conquests by her graceful death.” I* such a Y*ill of terror to the
I
IIIK l»A V IS kN. I. A SO.
out.
log: and though 1 believe her ideas ot manners, showing that even a strong I “Bistilt*" advocate* of “insane
members:
II. S. Burrage, Albro
E.
protecI«oM>os. J.m. «L—The English fe*tivi
this subject are
Unless something is done in our Mai
Chase. II K. Moody.
tion —that kind of protection which im- tie* were generally postponed until the ar
^correct still I was ghu [ minded woman can be a gentle ladv.
to
see
her
l-AF TO
to prevent
article in the American; and
the wholesale destruction (I
The Com. on Essayist and Poet
LkCTlUKs.
perils the lite-Uberty of such unfortunates, j rival of the bridal couple. Excepting b\
report'Vrit«
A.
these Crustacea, they will soon become el
A W.
sendees, salutes and peat* ,,f bell*
la-ctmes have run riot this week. A that u
ed as follows;
|.» WJ* A
•.* I
«lweial
hoj»e every one of your readers has g»\u
Essayist, I.. A. Emery, wharf, Boston.s. Agents
square legislative tight must ensue? i London took little notice.
for L
f.
,v
l*he Province
tinct.
Within a few years they ha\ e it an attentive reading. The article U
Scotch Professor lectured uu Ku rope an
straerieua, Ellsworth; Poet, Moses Owen. CUISIUD Wntl K VV If LA I. to; th.
So t.u as -pflral” can -peak the views of manifested a
greater joy. In most of tin- !
diminished in sire and number over 50 p< r perfectly fair aud its points clear: ami a
matters vry brilliantly for four
Portland,
PAMPHLET 0\ FOODS,
evening*, the Hancock delegation, the hill of Mr*. provincial town* there were banquets, prowith import nd. Kxtraet, fi.n.i skiitki. .v .lottv.
soon as convenient 1 will endeavor us fui
cent.
and lesser men ventilated their stock of
lire following Com.
Packard’s meets every reasonable objec- ees*ion*, p'-al* of bells, boutire* and gath |
consisting of oue r,,N
"eirntivls. *»F.si M:Ki.
as I am able
ering*. Edinburgh was brilliantly Hiumi
idea# in various quarters on diver- sub. tion.
from each County, were raised to
candidly to answer them.
Itead it and *>aTti your HKALTII tuicr .M'iNKY
a
|
keep
in
tilled
many
places
4w5
But as I have already written article!
l !;e >ub9criber will offer untit tie* 1 .t of K.
jects. then caiue l>auiel I’augherty, the
record of the history of the Press in each
A Woman’s Retort.— It is well know
M/llool. MATTEUH.
%
o'
next, hr-* entire «to-k ot Decorated Dm
No.
II
and
No.
HI
it
is
more
convenieni
silver
with
and
that Judge Huut imposed a tine on Mir
tongued orator,
hi* lecture
county
report the same to the SecretaPacket
Who i- to be State Superintendent of
an d Tea M La at
Notice
!
Thr Blames? TwIm
for ine to postpone my reply till alter tin
Orators and Oratory” which tilled LinSusan B. Anthony for exercising the
IJ
Schools? The generally receives I opinion
rigl
The staunch little >. ';o,.ner |»ol.
publication of those articles.
coln Hull, but not a* it wa* tilled the next
of Suffrage at the late Presidential elei
JTV4
1>. Stickney, Aroostook.
|»hi», apt. OKU. ?». HH<>A
...
i* that it will Y>o a new man. Mr. Johnson,
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until further notice, run
Iu the meantime I am in the same
eve.
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hear
I
■Ul
inciil
Ward
po-ition. The day after the Woman's Coi
Beecher In his the
Henry
Upton, Androscoggin.
*1
W Ml Mraultn file,
preaent iiicuinl»eiit is not popular with
TIIK K.iMIUKS Gl'AUIUSO TIIK UKVtAlXS
4*ITvA
tiou with hundreds of my fellow men w he
U.
II.
and
last
and
Klwcll, Cumberland.
beat lecture “The Waste* and
IB«*lfwai, a*
I he assortment comprise*
venlion. recently held at Washington, ai
the member*. He appear* cold, Mipercilupward* !',
U i\ e w
F. K. Shaw. Oxford.
Dr. Jam.** I loll l ns worth, of Mount
Brook
ii
have wives, mothers amt sisters w ho arc
died Dinner M-tg. and one hundred
Airy
For an hour and a half *
i Burdens of Life.”
every llONOAT au.l Fl(ll>.\ V. at • o' dork v
and ;i:
!
journed. Miss Anthony and Miss Cozzeu*
vt
A. II. S. Darts. Franklin.
N*. C at one time family
ion*, and unapproachable. The appoiutto
the
physician
! nearer aud dearer to us tha
lietunviiig. leave Huitasl lor We-l IW....K *v i!
! sdt«», wnd have all been made t * hit own ..t.:the immense audience sat
any man ou
called on tire President, and while coi
W. K. Moody. Somerset.
Siamese twin*, arrived in this
spell-bound by ( inent i* between Hume of
ery
TLCs|>aV
and
to
»
»ATL*I6I»AV
at
i.,ck ; F.nglaud. Franc* an<l iji rm.iin
city
Cherry field. and night His
earth, aim if we can he convinced (hat they
the eloquence and practical
K. Sprague, Knox.
object in coining here is t.
versiug with him. President Grant joculai
good ***n*e of Cortliell of < alai«.
January?, ls?4.
Jm s .1
Jas. Wood, IJncoln.
An opportunity like the
are to be benefited by voting we will adconsult with Dr. William 11. Paucoaat.
the
famous
ut ha. n.v
who
pr.
j
moved
"Miss
speaker,
them
at
ly said,
Anthony you didn't met
The Ili*jrli School Law re-t* upon a pre- Demonstrator of
Howard Owen. Kennebec.
fore been
•)>» i,.
vocate that reform to the fullest extent ol
Anatomy in the Jefferson
hi* will. Kvery seat was
non uie in your
occupied, and ! carlou* found ition P »--ibly it may es- Medical College, relative to a po<t-morteuj
J. F. Upton, Sagadahoc.
speecn-yesterUay as Mis our
!
wiU, the chow-e.-t
I
uuahly
ability.
iwiii
nan
ev.-tmi• ■•ifinu ..C th..
a»■
Cozzens did.” "NV said Mias Anthon
J- K. Butler. York.
\IIC
'terirablc pattern* or China at -u. u
If. L. li kindle.
N.
B.
lief..re the lecture commenced. A
Dr. iiolliuswortU. over two years
North,
In her inimitable ready way. “but Mi
Jr.,
I.'1 ire and
practiago. atWashington.
MAKE WAT FOR THE SENATE.
W. H. Simpson. Waldo.
tended the twins, tint since that time hacal commentary upon the
l,on |>rirrv
President. X stand before the United State
simplicity of
Aii half-hour of to-day was whited away
F. K. Smith,
uo medical advice.
them
given
1
livPiscataquis.
They
Extract from sermon of ltev. A. A
Institutions was the entrance
a convicted felon, because I rood for
It«s)Mib]i<-un
°rJei3
from
u
I.. A. Kmery, Haiieock.
distance will receive the m
with the dignified “council of elders." If ed in an out of the way place, and he wa«
you.
1
of the plain unassuming ruler of the counfmlui per-'-nal attiMiti ir
Thayer of Penn.
not present when either died.
His brother,
SEAL
the faces of most o| the Senators, truthfully
A splendid reception by O ov.
m j.;,
also
a
Tlie
All K'*‘*«1h p>a> ked without
Dingley
legislative inequalities between tlie try unattended, with no pomp or hustle. Indicate their
physician, was there after Eng died, at the
James M. Lowell has been
3 tl
rii.irirc, and warra
iudicte j
age, but few of them have
t. hang for some time had been
sexes grow les- and less in the
Augusta House, closed the proceed«<1 t.» reach their ddaUuathui w hole and in
advancing | and at the close of the lecture, he w ith the !
for tlie murder ot Ids wife, and his tria *
suffering
j.c iV.
arrived
the
to
of
a
of
Irom
some
the
dignity
nineteenth
order.
That
disease.
light
i/nind-pa.
century.
pulmonary
Masonic Notice.
Thursday logs.
rest
of the people went quietly
is assigned for tlie 10th. of February next
woman in Connecticut who goes back to
away.
Among the yoimge-t looking, are the Sen- before he died he rode some distance iu
st deseht lodge or kkee a
Where is there another oatiou whose Chief
vt
It will be remembered that the headies s I the doctrine of our fathers. ".Vo tax'Uiun
the cold, and suffered
ators from Hancock.
CEPTEI* MASONS will bold tbeir
greatly that night.
Senator W bit more,
Annual
Ss||Nita Matters.
The twins got up and sat
finds plenty ol
loniinunicalluii fur ln.i. e o
skeleton of a woman was found sum ! without rtpretentati m."
tlie tire, Chang
Magistrate can thus trust himself amongst who Is
lb. or,
by
serving hi-second term, is einpliat- complaining of a
friends m her tight for reform.
i
Fbe Augusta House which has hitherto ereumg, January aut, art
pain in the breast. About
Not'only the
in perleot confidenceGod
months since in the vicinity of LewisUn
It is desirable
all members owing due.
ically, a worker, as his committee docket daylight Kng was beard calling, and when j,
Wyoming, but Massachusetts,Connecticut. bless people
full, as the Legislative head-quarters. should se.tle them lhat
at their rn :,e-t ronn-nf.
j been
free America!
e
Tlie remnants of the clothing found on tn ? Kansas and Illinois, having
Is
the
entered
laws
shows.
the
He rarely “speaks" hut is a close
family
practically deserted, as far as the rush
passed
room, Chang was
W. SOUL'. Sir',
...
Alt. Desert Jan. 25, ISTt.
of members is concerned. A
Then came John it. Gough, with his
found dead.
remains, have been identified as belongiii, ,1 looking forward to the equal rights of the
numand business given him in charge,
large
observer,
sexes.
Women certainly excel as educaj Hug said that he felt verv bad, and was ber have made their head-quarters at the
latest effort “Vow and Then." swaving the I
to Lowells wife, who mysteriously
disaj tors. California lias the
live man or Woman .,( nod ad
receives prompt attention.
Boston. Jan. 7, 1*74.
^
suffering hi his extremities, tie asked to Hallowed House, among whom are Presiextravagant !
dress to act lor us in ihn on
of his hearers as only he can do
feelings
peared some time before.
to
Senator Emery, a new member, is second
be rubbed, as he was covered witli cold dent Butler aud
justice
pay the same salary for tlie same
of
Lhroni.is.
family
to
York,
Senator
Write
-'Thk
I
,-No
OL
educational labor by a woman that tlie it, and as magical in his power as ever lie on the
(Illustrated; US VA a-lung ton street. II .i.,n
Boyle and family of Waldo, Senator Webjudiciary, a position which shows prespiration. He only lived two hours af- ster
State would pay to a man. Four
and wife of Knox, Senator Ktuerv
tu.)
—The Whig says that a meeting of th
colleges was in his earlier days. Again I.iuculu that bis peers appreciate his rank as a law- ter having been discovered.
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aud
in New England have opened their doors
Dr.
o!
mother
Holllnsworth
Hall
saw
was crowded to its utmost
the family soon
Haiioook, Senator Palmer and
leading men in the Boston & Maine. Kno: to women as
capacity,
He
will prove liimself to bo an able
yer.
Schooner for Saie.
alter tlie death of the twins.
FRESH
pupils. So has Cornell UniHe says that two sisters of Penobsco', Senator Hounds
^Lincoln, and Penobscot Bay A Kive r j versify; so has the University ofCalifor- and the prominent men of the natiou were debater. The youthful Senator chafes a their wives are not
draft vessel m ttrsits,
willing to allow a post- of Androscoggin, Senator Webb of Kenne.TOO
in
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audience.
He
S.
4*alloiin Ten Cider.
lectures next w.-ek
\l, cay el tile Wot. I.. H.ir ..,
Kailroad companies was held lu the tirs
nia; so has the Swarthmore College of
little, when "elbowed down” to the res- mortem examination to be made. They bec, Pullen of Portland, Corthell of Calais, port carries
about 40 ML ol lumber
went first to consult the
Wilson of Bangor,
Pennsylvania; the Oberlin and Antioch under the auspices of the Young Men's traints of the
to
named company's office in Boston. Wed
who
and
children,
cords
ol
Mctilivery
Tamily
wood; druit tit feet deep loaded
Senate Chamber, oft times
"I Colleges in Ohio; the State Universities
i..
live in various portions of the .State.
of .Hucksport and a few others
of Christian Association
whose
«>«**'•• “ -bolt time. f.
nesday. At this meeting, it is reported, i ludianna. Illinois.
upon “Night Scenes coming Into the Lower House with a remY**1 b"*;,,nlurthtr information
i»\
im; gallon ou
The bodies are now buried beneath their names I do not now
Michigan. Wisconsin. in the
«»t
inquire
recall.—[Biddeford
quaii i
was decided to push the matter of
Metropolis." which will naturally bound, like a beuded spring set free, wliere, bouse, bat are iu a slate ol
C* A* WCVJfiKKi;*
Journal.
bnildinj Iowa, Kansas, aud our own University
preservation.
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FIGS,
AND
Maine,
Bucksport.
are
j
file Penobscot Bay A Biver road from Ban at Canton N. Y. Hence we have no less bring cash to their cofl'eis.
They
RAISINS,
with his senatorial solemnity thrown off.
being guarded by tlie family,
I lie tempting bill ol lare
than sixteen American colleges and uniand cannot be
to Ihs found at
accompany ill'
the theatre.
removed without their an
gor to Bockland. and the combinatioi versities
one'd never guess he'd worn the “whiteinvitation to dine at the Hallo well
ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT
wherein the sisters may have an
and consent.
knowledge
“Midsummer
Dream" has beeu hootl.”
louse last week can
formed is undoubtedly able to carry out iu equal chance with their brothers.
Nights
be
or
No luneral services were held over the
scarcely
excelled
THE
This rein tile State of Maine
or elsewhere I
SCATTER I.NOS.
Our
bodies as they have not been permanently
| form will not go backwards. It will go very creditably brought out at The Nationplans.
January 13. ;i.
Sw3
legislative friends must truelv -live in clolorward till equity of wages, and equitv of al. and Lothern has acted Lord
buried.
The
coming week promises to be one of
Dundrearyver," with the attractions of the last page
inheritance and equity qfpriviiege, will not
Dr.
all
the
week
is
at
Hollinswortli
of
Ford's. No lack of amuse- unusual excitement. There are to be
the opinion that of the lull of
FIRE INSURANCE
—The Argus says that the annual report
fare thrown in!
We have no
the family may be induced to allow an
; depend upon an answer to the question
ments for those who seek them, and no
doubt that those who sat down to IW
three conveutions, the State Temperance,
of the directors of the Eastern Railroad ! are vod a man. or are
Jm’ARI 1. 14)4
diniu the interest of
you a woman?
autopsy
Y.
science.—[X.
ner will ever cherish in
lack of other objects of interest for
We would am ounce to the
verdant rememTimet.
any the State Homological, and the Women's
Company abowa that the total receipts foi
citizens ol
Stock
Capital
(All pair In.) Sl.000,000.00
brance the festivities of the
A Maine Man in Home.—Judge Kent, ot body just now. Adieu.
occasion.
X.
Vnm\ly *awc »*ave rented the
the year were $2,827,641.86; expenses,
Rights, I he meeting of the progressive
The Siamese Twins—A
ASSETS.
uii.p and Block ahop. at the west end
Philadelphia hounds of applause must have greeted the L'ash on
Maine, who is traveling in Europe, recently
Bridge, in the city ot k IIA worth where u* th,
hand, iu Bank, and Cash
prtticoau, is well choeeii, the time being dispatch confirms the statement that the chief Butler as he unfolded his Webb of
•2.004.746.28; balance. •822.895.56; from I wrote, In a letter to Chief Justice
items.
prepared to do all kinds ol buainosa in the
*
of the dead Siamese
Appletou.
children
twins
wit.
have sparkling
which deduct interest and dividend paid 1 Of tlie same State, as follows:
rendered
deferred, until a four leeelcs from kom*. has
keen bv
"When vou
—The Ay says that S. G. Norton,
consented that the remains shall be sold to contact with the finest orpecnliarlv
deputy
Blacksmiths &.
AWr#; while the
as per contract, •504.593.93; balance $318.- | see Brother David Barker, tell him that !
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IherlfT, week before last arrested a couple caused woman to be properly appreoiated. the medical authorities lor scientific pur- genius ofa Wilson or Webber,
in their Pal: received a Washington
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301.<35.
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Mcdliterys,
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1,001,list 01
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throagh
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—Kev. 6. B. Bawson, Pastor of the Uni- Church on
physicians in New York and else- pare with the eloquence with
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*2,418,707.30
my first visit there, and sat Palermo and China,
where
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entering sublugation are inevitable
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over, until some Pullen at
Itnyie-ing
versalis! Society, at Machias, for four down under the grand arches and read it
liabilities.
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mm required, which is believed to lie
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people's houses when they found them abfinally restored order and All outstanding Claims,
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Saturday

on
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continued

was

_

in

dying condition

a

after-

and at the conclusion of
the evening session was adjourned for one
week. No evidence has yet been obtained
as to how, where, or by whom the wounds
noon

and

deceased, and the

of the

head
bruises and contusions on the limbs, were
inflicted. Dr. Banks who made the postmortem examination
testified
that no
alcohol

found in the stomach of the
deceased, and that she could not have been
intoxicated at the time of her death, nor
was

Melvin.
Silver Moon.
Sloop Citizen.
Sloop Ellen Dart.
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she

stances

point

received.
to

All the

Hearing

1 rank A

1

**

circum-

Magee

44

**

44

116.91
115.(12
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Mt. Insert,
Ellsworth.
Surry.

14

44
44

37.24
116.15
*2.*3
209.01

Fraiiklin.

44

44

44

44

Franklin.

4*

Tremont.
44

Total built, 14 vessels.
Total tonnage purchased.

Capital Punishment.

606.34

Total increase of tonnage,
2432.65
on
Judiciary gave a
Fist of vessel** ssld or otherwise transferred
the capital punishment quesout *»f the District, during the year 1*73:
tion. <i. W. CJuinhy, T. B. Reed, and K. F.
Tonnage.
Tillsbury. appearing in opposition to the Sell Parynthia Davis. Tremont. sold. 20.2**
45.3"
Albatross,
bill. A further hearing will take place
Gouldsltoro,
161 69
Orozimbo.
Ellsworth,
Thursday next.
Ann.
Sullivan, trans. 1»».23
J"lin »V Ceorge, Tremont. sold, 31.4*.*
5*.57
Samuel Knight, Famolne,
Alabama Claims.
32.43
Swan.
Fden.
39.3"
Haiieoek.
Vine,
Washington. I>. C.. Jan. J7.
44
21.1 1
Gouldslwro.
Enterprise,
Julia Elizabeth. Surry.
trail". 1**4.55
1 lie committee on Judiciary to-day had
llan«*H*k.
Alligator.
before them, the question of Alabama
33.
abandoned.
4*
Claims.
Mr. Dudley Field, addressed the
Pearl.
Haneoek.
25.4"
abandoned.
committee in behalf of the Columbia Inllaneock.
Fady Ja*-k«M>u.
surance Co.. New York, which failed Jan.
l*»*»t at sea.
30.*3
B*‘ll**.
Fllswortli.
2. IN*;, having paid out $632,000 for lo«se>
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hearing on
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Hon.
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Cranberry Dies.
Cranberry Dies,
sold.
Treiu*»nt.

M**zarl.

sold.

91*.13

was

on

early hourthis morning the down
n ght express on the Rutland and
Burlington road met w ith au accident about three
miles north af this place caused by a brokan

journal. The New York sleeping
coach was thrown from the track and drag-

en

I*KTKi:S, .11 iMiK.
Jan. 21-t. Stat«* vs. Sophia Wharf. This
a* a complaint for a
single sale of intox-

icating liquor

KespMt,
“Not
called

who

tfuiltv.’*

I

K*lwanl-

on

being

and

a- a

a

2»*th.
Statp vs. John (icorge. I'omfollowing were injured. plaint for
intoxicatiop. 1'lca Huilty. FinA. s.
Merchant of Burlington, bruised
ed &F00 and cost-, whieli he paid and waar *iu).i the
hip and across the breast. Sena- discharged.
Kcdman for IJesp't.
tor Dickenson of New York,
cut

twelve hour- but trains are

now

pa-sing.

Boston. Jan. 27.

Thefltchburg Railroad coporation has
voied to increase its capital stock 81,000.ooo.

Jan. 2*5.

vs.

«

liarles

M

«

artney.

an

save

her child.

The Weather.
War Department.
Office of :he Chief Signal Officer.
Washington. I). C. Jan. 27.

a

t

going

,

Sunday."

because I

slept

too near

where I

got
if in doubt

Maine Legislature.
|

Jan. -J.
SENATE.

lh*f**rt« of Commissioner of Fisheries and
referred. ;h.- tirst.
Immigratioiij r- ntedandand
to Com. on Fish, ri*
the a
to Com. on

!

*.

Having complied i\ itli order
Kesp't. wa- discharged.

s

Land- and Mate Road*.
The General Railroad Uv

<

her

State

was

referred to

Coin, on Judiciary.
Mr. Carr from Com. on Fifherie*. reported
leave to v% ithdraw. on j**,titi**n *.f Kdwiti Pt a«-h
et. alt. pray ing for the protection <-f shell fish
on tie- shares of
au Haut.
ord» red. That Com. on Ldu.adon l*e instructed to inquire if further legislation i* n«
es*arv to mor* cjearlv define tin*
meaning of
1. t hap. 1.4 of Law# of 1*73 relating to
Kre. High **• lio<>1 *«.
* »n motion of Mr. Foster of Oxford,
ordered. That < <>ni. on I/yal Affairs inquire
into th* * xpe<!ii*ncy of amending Chap. 134 of tinRevised Statute*. so that iu all trial# of criminal
cases, tie- State tnav have the tan*
right of

A

burned trying to

on a

Mtisiug a little while, a*
whether he had given the right explanation; he added. “No. that wasn't the rea- I
son; it wa> t>eeatis£ J slept too near where 1
I fell out.

of Si,Vi.

of court.

the bad little boys drown for

in."

Ke-p't. plead t.uilty and wa- fined $5.fM
and costs amounting in the whole to $100 and ordered to find -ureties to
keep the
peace tor the space of six month*, in the
sum

see

swimuiin*

wit

assault and carrying a
Kedman for Hesp’t.
dangerous weapon.
This was another druuken atlray. Tin*

CHILI) BORNEO TO DEATH.

three years old son of Mrs. lTyor died
to-day. from burns received while playing
with fire. The Mother was
shockingly

Mate

oiuplaint for

w

j

1 didn't want to go a swimit la ’em uia. I only want to go dow n
:

—“Mother" said little Ned. one morning,
after having fallen out of bed. “I think I
know why I fell out of bed last night. It

•aeli of whom tlie

<

Bangor,

bis mother wouldn't let him go dow n
the river on thcSahhath, upon being ad-

uiiu'

witness, testitied that he never
purchased spirit of Ke-p*t. hut only requested a third party to purchase for him.
The proof failing, the Kesp’t. was di—

slightly

at

naughty little boy, blubbering be-

monished. said

*.’• d fitly yards—before it stop|>cd.
Some
charged.
twenty five or thirty |>ersons were iu the
Jan.

with gia-- and bruised, and E. e Sherman
ot Kutlaiid. ankle
sprained and otherwise
iniured. The track was blocked about

special election held

cause

to

one

an

a

Mondav to fill the vaeanev occasioned
the resignation of S. C Hatch on Rep-

V

Win. Ktlw&nl*. The
resilies in Trenton, plead

t<*

have yet been made.

resentative. Llewellyn J. Moore, K*q..
K« p.. was elected by 32> majority over
da*. K. Kiwmiii, E*q.. the Detn. coodidate.

I'olirr € onrl

"

RrTL».Ni», Vt.. Jan.

by

.!. «\ i

listened

Railroad Accident.
At

--At

11#*

an

council before the tribunal he
to with marked attention.

*

2432.95

hour reviewing the proceeding* at Geneva, showing what claim* were
and were not considered. As one of the

occupied

6.*5
17.79
91*.1

New

since which lime her movements are as yet
unknown. A coroner's iurv was called
but it adjourned until this afternoon.
No

".76

arrests

Total decrease. 1* vessel,
Total incr* a»e. 31 vessel*.
Fe"** total deerca<>e. 1* v.-sels,

M

in favor of the claims of

i:i-urer« who have n»id

Naia«l.

sold.

would be about $1,000,000. Mr. Bramard
of New York, argued in favor of including
by tbe Shenandoah before the period

HOl'SE.

»hke. places of'had repute, and had quarrelled
with
the wife of
the
latter,

90.56

sea.

Charade,

*•

that the Treasurer of State shall distribute
the school money m»on the basis of the number
of scholars actually enrolled.
i*

foul play. It has been ascertained that on
the evening previous she had visited the
houses of A tin Burns and James Thorn-

Ellsworth,
hut at

Florida aud Sheuandoah. The amount of
claims by the comp any including interest

Orders
passed—Relating to the repeal of all
any part of the laws giving bounties on wild
animals; relating t<> amending sections 91 and
#2 of chapter 11, of the Revised Statutes, which

the place where site w.is found aud the
bottle placed there to remove suspicion of

75.*5

sea.

llurk»pori

—Mrs. Davis Bennett of Verona has
been partially in-une lor a year and a hall
and as her friends did not wish to send her
to the hospital, and it was
thought she was

j
I

Magazines.

Eclectic Ma<• a7.ink.—The Eclectic for
February opens with an article on Holland
House, one of the most entertaining that
recent magazine literature has hud to show.
It abounds in anecdotes about the great
men who for three generations made Holland House tlie most famous in Euro|»e;
and contain- new and choice .specimens of
the witty saying- of Sidney Smith. George
Sclwyn. Lady Holland. Macaulay, and
other members of the brilliant circle.
Among the other articles deserving mention. are Richard Steele; a second in-tallmeut «»t the graphic
letters describing
Spam-h Lift- ami < haractcr in the Interior
during the Summer of 1873; Historical
Photograph* of Old Rome; Galileo and
Papal Infallihilitv : Parisian Journalists of
l**»-day; Modern Vers de Societe; Some
l upublishcd Letters of Klizabeth Barrett
Browning; St Symeon Sains ; and A New
Guess at the Man in the Iron Mi«k.
Turgeniefl s Spring Floods is continued, and
Miss lhaekeray's story «>t Jack and the
B»'an-talk 1- finished.
l iit* engraving this month i* a tine |*ortrait of Jame* Ku-ncII Lowell, which D
aeeompanietl by a biographical sketch.
Published by K. K. Pki.ton, ins Fulton
Street. New York. Terms. $.*» a year; two
copies.
Single number. 45 cents.
The ti iUury for Febuary is a capital nuinlier.
Gcii‘1. Custar ojx-ns w ith an exciting description of the events in th** late Indian war, entitled “Life on the Plains.**
**G>nle\ K»M*hfoni‘* by Ju-tice McCarthy, it
continued. The **Kag pickers** of Paris it an
interesting description of a singular class <»f *ocietv who inhabit the gay
city.
‘‘Linguistic and Lfterary notes and querries**
Richard
Grant
by
White, affords to the lovers
•»f the English tongue a rare treat. The love
st.iry “Daudon’s Double.** it exciting and
h renchy, the scene being laid in Pari-. The
**c*t article however is a
biographical sketch of
the gn at Methodist, John Wesley. It presents
a new
phase of character in this pious and devoted man. giviug a minute account of hi- flir-r~'0
tationsand singular marriagj*
So one ever Urea of the Galaxy at its articles an* always varied, instructive and uninuc.
Sheldon A Co. Publishers, 877 Broadwa). New
York.

<

New Publications.

Syet

harmless, .lie lias been kept at home. <Jn
Tuesday noon she asked her husband to
come and sit beside her. which lie did.
she

The Y»>ung People"* JfiMorg of Mime by
Geo. J. Varney.
This little volume lias been received
then attacked him with a razor she had conProbability.
from the Publishers. Dresser. McLellaii A
cealed about her clothing, and inllicted a
tor New England and the middle states.
<*«>.. Portland, and after a cursory peru-al
challenge as the ae. used.
serious wound in iiis groin. She w as securof the same, has been found both interestLower lake region and thence Southward
Com. on i'ommerce r*'|K>rte«l a bill to incored
before
further
barm
:
but
Mr
the
liaucock Stole* Company read and ing and instructive. The author writes
doing any
|m.rate
to Tennessee
and
SouthSoutheasterly
in a lucid and concise manner, and bis
Beuuet's injuries are dangerous and he lies assigned.
Petitions presented of l>avid R. Campbell
westerly winds and rains will prevail with
unambitious story of the early settlements
in a critical condition.—[ Whig.
t.
al*.
f»r
an
act
U»
the
Kines
Mate
a slight rise in the
incorporate
! in Maine and the hard life of the residents
temperature and a fall1
oinpanv. Ref, rred to Com. on Railroad.
at that time, is attractive to old as w ell as
ing ot the barometer. Snow and sleet
Mr. Ktn» r\ of Hancock presented a !>ill toin- |
w ill
eorporate the Hancoc k Countv Publishing Com- young.
prevail in northern New England, the 1 ■■alas
No more valuable book could be intro—Messrs. lCiug Bros, are preparing to pany. Referred to Com. on Judiciary.
St. Lawrence valley and
near
Lake
duced Into our Common Schools, w ith the
HOI ME.
build a three-masted schooner, three hunOntario and lluran.
object of awakening a love and fostering
<»n motion of Mr. Muall of Lisbon.
a pride in our noble State, and stimulating
dred tons O. M.) the coming season, for
Grde/vd, That Coin, ou Agriculture inquire
J. 11. Bragduu now of schr E. H.
into the cxnediencv of so amending Sec. ♦'* of the youth to acquire a higher and broader
Capt.
Dr. Livingston.
Chap. ♦. of Revised statute* tliat fannproduct*, ! knowledge of the rise and progress of
King.
when held by the producer shall U- exempt Republican institutions.
Toronto, Jan. 27.
taxation,
We hope S. S. Committees and Teacbeis
In relation to Dr. Livingstone death,
—Capt. Nathan King lias sold his schr from
on motion of Mr. Katoii.
; will examine the book and give it a place
•i aro
Belle" to Capt. A. Holt & als., of
hi-brother John Livingstone who resides
Ordered. That < om. ou Banks and Banking
iu the school-room, if not a.- a text book,
1m instructed to inquire into the expediency of
in I.istowell Oat. says, "I have had no Ell-worth.
j as an occasional reading tn»ok. A most
*o legislating as to allow >av mgs Bauk* to leav e
•
direct intelligence from the Doctor since
A. B. Smith is about finishing a neat ! a limited amount of their <1* jK>sit» on notes interesting exercise, could bo given once
• a week,
by a live teacher, in thi- manner.
by three responsible persons,
Mauley's return. The last which reached and pretty residence in connection with signed
Youth should early be encouraged to rol»n motion of Mr. Keene of Palmyra,
fra uds iu England from my brother was his store at the 1’oint.
Ordered, That Com. ou Agriculture be in- | lect a library, and no better selection for a
dated August 1872 from L nganicembe the
—H. S. Boynton will put a ••Mansard'’ structed to inquire iuto the expe<Uency of pro- Maine boy could be made than this lli-tory
for the sale of egg* by weight.
viding
of Maine. For sale, at J. A. Hale's bookeve of his
leaving for the Interior.
roof on his present residence In the spring.
On motion of Mr. Talbot,
I store. KID worth.
Ordered.
That
Com.
on Agriculture Ik- in—< apt.
Nathan
—There were 1029 vessels arrived ai
King contemplates strurtod to inquire into the expediency of proSt. Xirhola* for February i- received. If
a
< alais last
two-story bouse next summer, viding tor the suh- of blueberries by weight.
year, and 1004 cleared. There building
parents desire their children to love books
< »n motion of Mr. Talbot,
! and acquire a taste f«»r reading, there i- no
\' vre su
ioreign arrivals and 87 clearances. on the site ot hi- present re-idence.—Mr.
Ordered, That a Com. be raise] to investibetter way than to sub-crihe for this unStephen II. Whittaker is preparing to build gate the affairs of the Mate Prison.
Petition presented of >. I*. Hall & al«. for au- rivalled juvenile magazine. Its splendid
a
residence the coming season.—J. F.
City ana County.
illustration-, fascinating.stor'ies. high literthority to extend a wharf into tide waters. ReLear and Edward Young each intend ferred to Com. ou Interior water*.
ary merit, pure and elevated character give
Mr. Moore presented a
Remonstrance of it the foremost place among all periodical*
Kllsw«rth.
building houses at once.
al*.
Cha*. Peering A
against the in titioii of T.
designed for the young. If this praise is
ie'.irictis Services is this City each Snrday.
Kolierts A al*. for authoritv to nil.I
u-l.-trf
Schools.—The several schools are now
lii iii-rliT
v
rv•»
n
u
•itkiw.-il
in operation. That in Ilist. Xo. 1, at the into tide waters of Bar Harbor. Eden.
children who read it. Published by Scrib- |
< onuregatiosaL.—Sabbath School at 10:»
Petition of Jas. it. failed and sgolher-. in aid
n -r A Co.. New York, at 83.00 per year.
Point, is being taught by P. G. Wooster of bridge at Verona as aked for by Shore Lin.
A. M. breaching at 2:15 ami 74 P. M.
II
\»
\f
._1_
Kiii I road.
Baptist.— SabbathSchoolat 1 P. M. PreachTiltl:t: Is so much of beauty and arti-tic
at
2:15
and
74 P. M.
ing
some experience, anil is
January 2'i.—Senate: The Committee ou excellence in the February number ol'the
doing good work. Education
UN IT arias .—Sabbath School at 10:30 A. SI
reported an aet to establish an Altline. m> lover of the Hue arts can well
1 Dist. No.
-—F. \\ Foster is teaching his
Pr>-aihing at 2:15 and *4 P. M.
industrial school for girls, and a resolve afford to allow it to remain a closed book.
u ATHOLIC.—breaching twice a month at
lo4 littii successive term. Mr. Foster not
only appropriating 812.."AW for the same ,\ The promise held out for the New Year, in
o'clock A. M. Sabbath School at 2 P. SI.
teaches in the school-room—but outside as minority report of the same committee, in
the January number, of a volume of surlilt. Homer informs us that he will obliwell: -being ready to every good word opposition, was presented. Both reports passing worth and taste. Is sustained in
were tabled.
An act for further protec- this issue. A dozen beautiful pictures emgate himself to restore to natural shape ami
work.'’ Dist. No. 3—This school was
tion of iumates ol insane hospitals was
bellish its pages, more than half of which
and Usefulness every case of deformity occommenced by Mr. Jarvis of Surry, and read and assigned. Presented and Referred
are original American views.
Mr. W. M.
euring in the neck, arms, hands, legs, or vacated on account of
Petition for the amendment of the law I ary has a spirited full-page picture of
sickness. X. <
feet, if the joints are sound.
:
to paupers
for an amendment of
•Antelope 11,luting on the Plains”; the
King is dosing the term with good success. relating
charter of the Colby University, so that hounds are iu full pursuit of a herd ol
Campbell, Leach 4 Co., have recently A new school-house is very much needed the
the President shall uot be a member of the deer, which are coursing like the wind
slaughtered a yoke ot oxen whose united iu this District, and the ladies would have Board of Trustees, ex-officio: a
petition in over the foot-hills at the base of the Rocky
weight w as upwards of 2400 lbs.
The one at once, had they ti e right of suf- aiil of the Bangor A Shore Line Railroad ;
Mountains. Mr. John Hows ha* a series
fora bridge at Verona; of the Ellsworth
ot five pictures, which he drew last sumlargest ou« girted 7 1-2 feet aud weighed frage.
when dressed 1250 lbs.
; and Castine Railroad tor extension of time mer in the lovely region of the famous
to locate: for the extension of the Somer—"Old Probabilities" was signalized on
Juniata Kiver in Pennsylvania. Oue of
Operation for Deformed Hand.—On the
set Railroad to ttie Canada line; of the
these is a grand and massive whole-page
Porcupine Island (in a cloud of smoke) trustees
of tiie Brighton Academy to have
the 24th iust., Dli. Homer by a surgical from
picture, representing "The Juniata Kiver.
Kaccoon Cove, recently, and during
a Mate Normal School established, and
near Huntingdon. Pa.,"
showing a deep
operation restored Mr. Dyer D. Smith's the night made a nearer
so as
the academy grounds and build- cut through tiie rocks on the
approach,
tendering
Pennsylvania
hand to its natural shape aud usefulness to
communicate with his frienda—so say ings tor that purpose: for an act additionCentral Railroad. Two large companion
alter be having been
al. chapter 124. relating to morality and pieces, full of the feeling and
deprived of its use lor the natives.
atmosphere
the past ten years.
decency. Engrossed —An aet to incor- of out-of-doors, give the beholder wild
the
Hancock
Stone
Porate
Company. and rugged view- of the inlet and outlet of
Correction.—The report that the Bill **4«wlrk.
Orders Passed—Looking to the
; House
"Sinking Spring,'’ a river which flows for
of gambling on railroad cars;
a mile under the mountains.
prohibiting Masquerade Balls had become
prevention
Two other
Mr. Kditor: —I see tha t the committee on
aud legislation inexpedient was reported charming sketches, full of beautiflil water,
a law, is
premature. The Governor has education
Norvisited
the
Western
mi orders relating to taxes on dogs: to the
recently
cloud, and foliage effects, are sketches of
not yet signed the bill, nor will he until
increase of fees of jurors. Read and Asmal School and that an appropriation to
the river
"Lewistown Narrows,” and
after Wednesday night.
to
amend
Revised
38.
"Jnuiata Kiver near Lewistown." No liner
Consequently each school of 81000 is to lie recommended signed—Act
chapter
those who have provided costumes, can
Statutes, relating to the sale of hay ; to inseries of pictures of American scenery has
to the Legislature.
Last year the commitcorporate the Rockland and Thomaston
ever been published.
wear them without
Mr. John S. Davis
violating the law.
tee visited Farmington, and that school got
Water
Engrossed—Several contributes a characteristic sketch of the
Company.
Tv Franklin Frirnd* :—In consequence 8300
acts of a local character.
more than the Eastern—doubtless lievillage “ne’er-do-well. “An idle dog,”
of pressing business etc.
which is true to life.as well as being graceJan. 24.
they will have to cause of this visit. Why have not the comSENATE.
ful iu pose aud composition. Specht has a
pardon him for not fulfilling his engage- mittee on education visited our Eastern
flue picture of Scotch greyhounds. “GentleUn motion of Mr. Emery of Hancock th<
ment
Thursday, Jan. 29th. Should any ol school? We answer, because of want of House order for a s(>ecial
men of Leisure.” and “Cinderella” is oue
Com. to investigate
them visit the city soon,"call at rooms No. steam
the
affairs
of
the
State
was
SubPrison,
tabled.
of those fairy-like pictures, after Lejeuue,
communication between Belfast and
14 4 15, City Hotel.
sequenlly, on motion of Mr. Webb, the ordei representing a pretty maiden sitting by the
< astiue.
Respectfully,
was amended, laid on the table and ordered U
open fire-place. The other illustrations
John Homer, M. D.
The ability and energy of the teachers of ; be printed.
are a large and handsome picture called
Mr. Whitmore, from Com. on Fisheries, rePrivate Lectures.—Dr. Homer will
“The Old Bible," by G. Waginuller, a
the Eastern school have placed that Insti- ported a bill authorizing John Whitmore te
child reading to her grandmother; a sweet
deliver a private lecture to the Gentlemen tution in the front ranks of
Normal schools construct weirs in Penobscot river. Read anc
Assigned. The same Senator reported an aci picture of a young lady seated ou the flowon Friday evening. Jan. 30th. in Hancocl,
in X. E. and its friends and pupils have a > to coutinue in force so much of
Chap. 4C2 of th< ary bank of a stream, “A child no more! a
Lower Hall. He will deliver a special lecmaiden now,” aud a dashing sketch called
right to complain that it is deprived of I special laws of 1ABK as relates to fishing in Luf
km's
Mr.
Shaw
from Com. on Railroad*
ture to the Ladies in the same Hall oi
|«ind.
Legislative appropriation and favors, also, reported a bill to amend an act to incorporate “Budding Genius.”
The literary contents of this number of
Saturday evening, Jan. 31st, 1874. Eael of many pupils from the counties West of |I the Penobscot Central Railroad.
the Aldine are choice, varied, and original.
and Assigned. An act to authorize Cy
lecture will be lorcibly illustrated
by prop llie Peuobscot fur w ant of decent communi- rusHead
With the catalogue of the contents of
J. Hall to extend a wharf into tide water
er apparatus 4c.
Admission free.'
the February Aldine, we can safely say no
cation ycith Htlfuut.
Lack of local enter- at Mt. Desert.
a jseti
of
X B.—None of either sex admitted dial
Mr.
Whitmore
Hancock
other
American publication ever offered Its
presented
prise should not be allowed to injure the tion of J. E. Collins and 33 others for authurit;
readers so many art aud literary attracare under 13 years of age.
Rooms Nos growtli of a school which is doing such a to
Be
from
at
running
large.
prevent cattle
tions. Subscription price. $5. Including
14 4 15 City Hotel.
noble work for Eastern Maine. Cannot ferred to Com. on Agriculture.
ebromos “The East” and “The West,"
HOUSE.
James Sutton A Co., publishers, 58 Maiden
Dr Homer postponed bis private lei
W. A. B. T. P.
something be done?
Read and Assigned bill on act to incorporate
Lane, New Y'ork City.
Turks to fkidat and Saturday
the Hancock Stone Company.
eveniagi
On motion of Mr. Morrow,
on account of unfavorable weather and
The February number of Peters' Musiba< I Wlslcr Marker.
Ordered, That the Com. on Agriculture b
cal Monthly is received. It contains elevtravelling, as many from the coontry am I
—Winter Harbor boasts ot a street lamp
directed to Inquire into the expediency of regu
en pieces of music
any one of which is
adjoining towns, expressed a desire to at in front of the Good Templars Lodge, lating the sale of salt by weight.
well worth the price of the whole number.
Mr. Wilson gave notice that on Monday h •
•
tend the lectures.
which is lighted when the Lodge meets.
should introduce an order looking to the clung ! It is but 93,00 per year or 30cu. per nun-
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way New York.
Um « Pais ii>,

—Patents Issued to Maine inventors for
the week ending Jan. 6th, 1974.
Reported
by Wm. Franklin Seavey, Solicitor of Patents, ltines* Block, 17 Main Street, Bangor, Me.
S. L. Gould. Gardiner, Belt Tightener;
N. Tenny, Portland. Powder Keg;C. F.
Washburn. Portland, Billiard Register;

«•

_MARRIED.

Esty. Houlton,
Twine Holder:F. Lyford. Augusta, Clothes
Dryer; S. Taylor, Olamon, Gage for
Edgers.
Business Notices.

Aykh’s American almanac bus arrived,
aud i* now ready for delivery. gratis, by our
who call for it. Our readers i
druggists,
n»av be surprised
to know that this little
pamphlet, which has become so much a favorite in our section, has quite the largest circulation of any book in the world, except the Bible,
It is printed in many languages, and scattered
through many nations, as well as supplied
to almost the entire population of our own vast
domain. Every family should keep it, for it

C«aatjr CmalHtoaert

1871.
Not. 26—M,

1*73.

July it—

To

To

January goth,

Obituary noticee, beyond the Date,

Xante and

1873.

Ellsworth—Slat lost., Frederic Goodale, aged
IT years.
Bar Harbor—33th Inst., Thomas D. Lynch
formerly of Alexandria. Vlrgtuia. aged 76 vrs.
Lawrence. Mas..—25th Inst., Mrs. Wcftha
.Smith formerly of Eastbrook, Me., aged 6(1 vrs.
Itartlett's Island—7th inst., Mrs. Abby Kbvg,
agod ti years.

Jan.28 —30,
Mar.

information which all are liable torequire, when sickness overtakes them, and
which may prove invaluable from being at
hand in season.
If you take our advice, you
will call and get an Aykii's Almanac, and
when got. keep it.
lmol
In Spite,
Will make

Flannels. Coughs and colds

ok

a
lodgement in the system. But
not tenants at will. You can dispossess them with
male’s honey ok iiokkHOUND AND TAR, in less time than it takes a
sheriff to execute a writ, ( rittentons's, 7 6th1
Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.

they

are

Tike’s Toothache Drops

in 1 minute.

cure

“Their name is legion,” may be applied
to those who die
annually of Consumption,
although sconce lias of late years sensibly
diminished their number. It is gratifying to
know that the general use of I)K. Wistak’s
Balsam ok Wild Cherry is largely instrumental in attaining this end.

Consumption, Bronchitis, General Debility.
Fellows’ Comaution.—Hypophosphites.
fH>und syrup of Hypophosphites.—As this
preparation is entirely different in its combina—i

—

18—10,

April 8-10,
June lo—

to all

contains

G.E.SlMPSOX,

1873.

COUNTY OP HANCOCK,

be paid for.

June 24-26

ttgal

FIRE,
MARINE,

$30 00

PIE Dmust

To Q. ■. Sixnox, D«.,
on Petition for Bom!
in EID* orth, Hancock and
Laniolne. at $9.50.
$3 oo
travel 38 miles at 10 cts.,
a go
80
ferriage.
3 days attendance at Jan.
7 50
Term, 62.50.
travel 30 miles at 10 its.,
t oo
80
ferriage,

To 9 dars
To
To
To

July 1—3,

polices.

LIFE &

To J. T. HixcKLcr, Dr.,
days at Ellsworth Jan.,
Term.
$7 50

To 3

To travel 28 m ilea.
2 80
To 2 days at Ellsworth,
5 00
To travel 28 miles.
2 80
To 3 days at Fllsworth,
7 50
To travel 28 miles,
2 so
To 1 day on road in Uluohill,
2 50
To travel on same 5 miles,
5u
To 1 dav on Snow tax case,
2 50
To 3 days on Plantation roads, 7 50
To travel 115 miles on same,
II 50
To 3 days at Ells.adj’d ierra,
7 50
To travel 28 miles,
2 «0

ACCIDENT

1

j

INSURANCE

!

AOES3VTI

t<n »
COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
la;i.
To «. E. sixmo*, I>B.,
Mar. 18—19 To 2 days attendance Jan. adj'd
Term $2 50,
$5 00
To travel 30 miles $3 ferriage
80 ets.,
3 sH>
To 5 days attendance April
Apr. 8—12
Term $2 50.
12 50
To travel 30 miles 10c. ferriage
80c.
3 80
June 2—10 To 2 days attendance on Pet.
of It. G. W. Dodge and als.
for road in Illuehiil, $2 50
5 00
To travel 63 miles 10c., ferriage
7 RO
80c.,
To 1 day on Petition of Itichard
Know for atuuemeul of taxes, 2 5o
June 24—26 To 3 days on Plantation roads
7 50
$2 50,
To travel 100 miles 10c.,
10 isj
To .1 days at adj’d Term $2 50,
7 50
July 1 —3
To travel 30 miles 10c., ferriage
3 80
80c.,

THE HON. Judge of Probate lor the County
Hancotek.
The petition and representation of Sarah Gordon, Guardian of llary C. Gorden, A al. minor
heirs of Augustus Gordon, late of Sullivan, in the
County of Hancock, Minor respectlully shows,
that said minors are seized and possessed of certain Ileal Estate situate in said Sullivan, and de•cribed as followsBeing a parcel of land situated in Sullivan, and a portion of the Lot formerly owned by Robert Gorden aa shown on the
lowu plan, made by James Peters, this
being upon the northern part ot said Lot. That she has
secured an advantageous offer of Forty Dollars
for sat«i Estate, from Francis Worchester ol Boston that said Estate is unproductive ot any benetit to said Minors and that it will be fo r the interest ot said Minors that ihe same should be sold
and the proceeds put out and secured on intere-t.
She therefore
be
prays your Honor that heto may
authorized and empowered
law to
sell at public sale the described Real Estate, or
such part of it as in your opinion may be expedient. All ol which is respectfully submitted.
Colutt or IIancih K Kg .—At a Court of Probate
held at Bucksport, on the 3d Wednesday of
January 1*74.
the foregoing Petition, Okdkkkh —That
said petitioner give public uolice to ail
persona
interested, by causing a copy ol the petition and
this order thereon, to be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published In Ellsworth, In said County,that
they may appear at a Court of Probate for said
County, to l>e held at Ellsworth, in said County,
on the 3d Wednesday of Feb. next, at ten ol ilio
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should n-d
be granted, Such notice to qe given before said
Court
3w3
PARKER TI CK. Judge.
Attest: Gko. A. Dtkk, Regi-ter

T> ot

agreeably

$6’J

ELLSWORTH,

j

MAINE.

■

POLICIES WRITTEN FOR

$50,000 and under,
Ir< the

best

Companies,

of this

and other Countries.

00

/

COUNTY OF HANCOCK,

t'pon

1873.
Jan. 28—30
Mar. 18—20

To JAMES W.

ltl.AlSDKI.L, DR.,
$7 50 1

To 3 days at Ells. Jan. Tt rin,
To travel 28 miles,
To 3 days Assessing County
tax auu. and other business

so

$2.50,
April 8—12

7 50

To travel 28 miles 10c.,
To 5 days attending Court

Term,

2 fto

Apr.

MARINE INSURANCE,

I
S

12

50
2 80

To travel 28 miles 10c.,

$35

-ON

lJU

James \v. Hi.aisdell.

tion and effects from all other remedies called
H>|K>phosphite«. the public are cautioned that
the genuine has the name of Fellows Jt Co.
\ At
blown mi tlw> I..iiti..
T».«

COUNTY OF HANCOCK.
a Court of Probate hoiden at
Bucksport. within
1873.
To James W. Blais dell. Dr..
and for the County of Hancock, on the 3*1 Wedventor, Jamks I. Fr.t.Lnw*. i* written with
June 14—10 To2 days on Pet. of It G. W.
nesday «»f January A. 1». 1*74.
a...I ..Ikn..
In. -..-.I
r»'<l red ink across each label, and the price is
r. Hi AKli, Administrator upon the Ein lUuelnll nt $2.30,
late of I,oIh II. t urner, late of Sedgwiek, in
f2 i*»r bottle. Fellows* <’otn|>ound
$.»<■)
of !
June
II—
To
l
on
said
his
l-t
ot
Pel.
Richard
County, deceased, having presented
day
is prescribed by the first
M»ow i«»r abalenivnlol taxes, 2 30
account of Adm'r. u)»on said estate for Probate.
in
ldi>>iciaus every city and town where it has
To travel on both Petitions 53
be* n introduced, and it is a thoroughly ortho- i OKUKKKtv—That the said Administrator give
notice thereof lo all persons interested, by causnulei at UK'.,
5 20
dox preparation
June 21—26 To 3 davs viewing Plantation
mg a copy ot this Ordei to be published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American,
roa*l».
7 jo
in Ellsworth, that they may appear at a
To travel on same 113 miles at
I>kt*>katki> China Skts Ciikap.
We
Probate Court to be holden at Ellsworth, on the
10r.
11 :«>
To 2 davs attending Court Apr.
recently called the attention ol our reader* to 3d Wednesday of Feb. next, at ten ot the July 1—2
the advertisement of
3 00
Richard Brigg*, 1J7 clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they
adj’d Term, at $2 30
To travel 2»> rail** at lor.,
2 eo
Washington street, Boston, who is offering have, why the same should not be allowed.
3w3*
3—
To
1
TIT
PACKER
K.
Court
Judge.
July
attending
decorated dinner and tea sets at greatly reducApr.
A true copy —Attest. liKO. A. Duk, ltrg’r.
2 30
adj'd Term, at #2.5o
ed price*. The plan which he ha*
lor
adopted
To travel 20 miles at UK-2 no
tin- tif *t time in tin* oouutry. of offering
really
desirable China sets at very low priee*.i* rne-t- At ( uirt of Probate holden at Ell*w< rth within
*41 40
arm t<u the < ounty of llancock.on the 1st. Wedinx with great success, and we advise all to
James \V. Ulaisdkll.
nesday of Jan A. 1).. 1x74.
avail theinselves of the rare opportui ty to
OSGOOD Administrator upon the Estate >>{
supply their table* with a handsome nervier for
James litrrett, late of Sorry, in said ( ounty.
col \T1 or HANCOCK.
alx>ui the usual cost of ordinary while China.
deceased, having presented his 1st account of
1973.
T*» James W. Ulaisdell. Du.,
Administration upon faul estate for Probate
Ordered—That the said adrn'r give notice thereTo 1 day at Kits, on County
Aug 9—
PILLS can be cured only by anakksia, t be of to all persons interested by causing a copy ot
business,
$J 3o
this Order to be published three weeks succesTo travel 2b mile* at 10c..
2 60
greatest discovery ot the age and the sole, inAug 19—20 lo 3 days on Pet. of Joel Varfallible remedy for the wont ca*et of TILLS. sively m the Ellsworth American, printed at Ells
th.it they may appear at a Probate Court to be
mini and als. lor road iu
Thousand* of sufferer* after trying in vain all
holden at
Ellsworth on the Jd Wednesday of
7 50
Hiooksville,
manner ot lotion«,olnlnient.*,and internal reiueFeb.
neat, ut ten of the clock in the forenoon*
To travel 03 nnles at loc.,
6 20
..have been instantlv relieved an<l perand shew cause, if anv they have, why the same
Aug. 21— ti To 2 days ou Pet. of S.T Minks
should not be allowed.
manently cured by ASAKL>IS. It i* the
and als. tor change of road
iu Uucksport,
5 ou
happy discovery of I»k. Sn„snKK. a re gular A true Copv —Attest, DEO. A. DYER, Register,
PARKER rUC K Judge.
To travel 2-9 miles at 10c.,
2 90
scientific physician nml I >x*tor* of all school* 3w5*
Aug. 2b—39 1«» 3daysou Pel’s, ot Amos I*.
endure and recommend it.—Price fl.(JO. Sold
Poniroy and als. amt >. D.
by I>ruggi*t.* everywhere, and sent free bv At a court of Probate holden at Ellsworth within
Joy and aN. tor road■* in
mail from Principal iNfpot. 4»J Walker street,
an 1 for the County off! incock,
on the l-t Wed7 5o
Hancock,
New York.
nesdav of Dec A. 1» 1x73.
• <•)
To traiel t.o mile* at 1*,-.,
11. sMITII. A al. Administrators upon
To J day on Townships road*. 7 3o
Sept. 9—11
the E-tate of F.T. hinmley, late of Double
To travul 113 u>ile» at lo*
11 30
boro', m sanl County, decease*!, having presented
Piles, Pile*. Piles, Piles.
To I day ou Pet. of >. It. -a a
Sept. 2J—
tlieir l-i account of Admiuistialion upon -md eszey and aN. for road iu
Outward appli. atiotu are time and
tate
money
for Probate
2 3o
Uucksport and Orlaud,
thrown aw.»y.
I'he only |»criiianent cure i\
Ordered: Hut said Adm'r* give notice thereof
To travel 19 miles at 10c
*0
iMt. II vUKl’MlN'i PKId-t'Al lie la >/. KN«» KK"
t*> al! persons in t«-tested
bv causing a Copy -d
sept. 2|—<5 To 2 days ou County business
1'Uey stiike at the calls**. We could till thi* Un- order to be published three weeks sue. c-mVc3 isi
at Ellsworth.
lv hi the Ellswoitlt American pnnted al Ell-woth
Oct 14 1*1
1 !».*>• are pleasant, never
To 3 days attending ourl Oct
paper with cures.
tuat they uiav appear at a Probate t ourl to be
II vi
enu at #a. *o,
xrtpe. nor. like aII pills, do they require iuj
k.i.iMn ,tl PUpHurlh
on ilis 3.,
Wednesdav of
To travel 2*1 miles if lo
2 no
a.**e of dose.
For elderly person*, fem-tie*
reb.
neat. al ten of the diH’k In the forenoon,
and children, and all others, they are exactly
and shew muse it aiiv they have why the same
30
$*3
suited to obviate Costiveu* **. me prolific* niu*.*
should not be allowed.
James W. Ulaisdei
of ill health.
I nal l*-»x JO ct*.
3w3*
Pakkkk Ti ck. Judge.
Large le»x. no
els., mid mailed free fur this last price.
A •rue copy
Attest: t.iu
A. Dvkk, Register
I COCNTV or II AV J< K.
I»K. II VRKISON’S ICLLAND BALSAM,
1871.
Tub fc. hiursoN, Hit..
a spieudid cure tor COCGUS. IP > AlcanSKs*. and
At a Couit ot Probate holden at Ruck-port, with(
in ami h»r
the
ail MlKoAr and LCM(* complaints. For sale
T » 1 lay at April ad/d Term,
2 50
ounty of Hancock, on the 3*1
Aug. 9—
of '-cot. a l>.. 1x73.
3i iiiiV- at lo.
To
travel
jno
bv
L.
H ARRIS! >N A ('(_>.
Wednesday
Proprietors,
Ex 11 1h>Y l.K, surviving partuer of J -i.ih
**»
To lerrutge at 9o>-.,
No. 1 I remout Temple. Boston, and by all
C. Ash. lale of Sullivan, in said < nuniy. deI1*—21 To 3 days on Pci. of Joel VarAug.
iiruggist*.
lmoii
ceased, having presented his 1st account f >r Promini und hN. lor road iu
bate :
Drouk?vdic.
7 50
said
OKbKKEli—That
notice
To travel lo llrookavtlle 45
I>oyle give
to all persons interested, by cau-mg a copy of this
miles at 10c.,
4 ju
ELLSWORTH PRICE CURRENT.
order to be published three week- -u ;ce--ively in
To ferriage one way
pi
tho Ell-worth Ameriraa. printed at El -Worth,
Aug. 22 —23 To 2 days in Uucksport on Pet.
'.hat U ev may appear at a ProbaU* Court to U1
<>( >. T ilink* and aN.
5 on
Corrected Weekly
held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the 3*1 WedTo travel from Urooksville to
nesday ot Feb. next, at ten «»l the rh>ck in the
Uucksport back to >ullivuu
Jam akv, 27, ls7l.
forenoon, ami shew cause. il anv they have, why
.V* Hides ut 10c.,
5 5u
the same should not t»e allowed.
To lerriage one way,
4o
2u
Apple* per bid. 5.0Oa'W*i'Maple suiar per lb.
3w5*
PARKER
TL’l
m
on
K,
To
1
Hancock
Judge.
3b—
day
Pet.
ot
dried
.12*14 Lemon*
15 uo
Aug.
A Hue copy—Attest Dfco. A. hu u, Reg’r.
A P. Promroy,
2 3u
Bean* per l»u. 3Aoui OuiKigs per It*.
.2.*
To travel Is m.lesat 10-.. ferriBeet "teak per lb. .20*25 Sugar granulate.1
2 tit)
Roast*
.'.4al*l
age she,
per lb.
.12)
*•
SUBSCRIBER hereby gives public notice
To f day on Pet. of S i». Joy.
2 3o
Corued
10a12
coffee A lb
.12
Aug. 27—
*'
lo all concerned Unit he has been duly apTo travel 19 miles at UK-., lerri.12
Plate
V
.11
5 eal
pointed. and has taken upon himself, the tru-t of
2 70
.oraU*.* Molasses Havana
age 90c.,
an Administrator of the E-tate of
5 uo
Salt Pork
11 a 12
.50*55
Sept. 9- 10 To2 days on Plantation roads.
per gall.
4*
ROWLAND It. ORAN late of sedgwick,
To travel 90 miles one lerriage
.11
Ham*
Porto Rico
in the County
Hancock, stone ( utter, deceased,
at 40c
9 40
I-ard I.eaf
.12,
per gall. .70a75
by giving bond as the law directs, he therefore
.Main Tea
Tb.
I.aiub
.'1.5*110
Sept. 22—21 To 2 ay> on Pet. of S. 11. SwaJap.
request* all persons who are indebted to the -aid
5 00
..Toa .45
Butter
M«l.
4*0
zey and als.
deceased’s estate, to make immediate payment,
To travel tin mile* $6.80 lerriage
Cheese
.l»»al-" TallwW
.u*alo
and those who have any demands ihercou, to
so«7 •»>
.12..1I Wood s’f cord 3AOa4 uu
Chicken*
exhibit the same for settlement.
.17. •’dvliard”
To 1 day on Pet. ot Naiah
5-UUaftdO
Turkey*
Sept. 21—
PllAi’KK K 11. (.KAY.
C oal
ton
lll iisde.l for abatement of
Cranberries per bu.
M.50*!i.oo
3w.*>*
Jauuary 8. 1x71.
23j
taxes.
$-5.001011 I.ins’.1" gal. 1.10a 1.15
Here
„iii
To travel :>0 miles $.1.lerriage
Coffee
per lb. .35a4(*
3 80
l»u. .N>aV> White Lead pure
Bariev
80c.,
7 th> H"ii. County Commissioners triihin
5 on
To 1 'lavs in KIN Oct. Term.
Corn Meal '*
<K-t 17—19
$l.0u
.12*14
per >b.
ton
To 1 night’' work on Mend, l.ine, 2 50
"hort*
and f>»r the County of Hancock, and
$li .i 1 •> • *.
bag $2'S' Hay
•*
2 2-'» Nails
To travel 30 miles ami forriagc
lb.
Fine Feed
.G6to
State of Maine.
3 ho
Von
Herds tjra*.* bu.
Codon Seed Meal
8m*.,
UNDERPINNED inhabitants of Brook
7 5u
2.25 Red Top
Dec. 30—31 To 3 lavs adj’d Term in KIN.
lJOal.75
per bag
ville, in sanl County. respe.'ilully represent,
To travel 30 miles $3 ferriage
.25 Clover per lb.
.11
Kegs per do/.
that a location of a road <>r public way would be
( all "km*
80c.
3 80
.!•»
I tali I»rv Cod per lbof common convenience ami necessity, a- fol»C»ao: Pelt*
$ 1 ,'J'al 5o
lows
across
the river b« tween the towns of
*1 oll.«ck
.o4uU5 W ool per lb.
.30*40
$95 8 3
Itrooksville and Penobscot, at or near.Davis’
r re*h C<>d
.oft Lumber Hemlock
j»er lb.
Nariows in said river, so called, so a- to connect
Kre-h Halibut per lb 1"
per ill.
$P>.no
a ro.pl
or highway ui Brooksvdle leading to and
COUNTY or HANCOCK,
( lain per pk.
e
.2*
*14.UO
13
"»IU<
from the Toll B. idge, with a road or way in I he
•*’>
Pme
ToJ.T. HlMCKi.hi, Dh.,
12.a40.uo
1873.
Pigs Peel
I ripe
.12 Shingle Pine i£x.
$5.uo town of Penobscot leading to aud from said Aug. 9—
To 1 day at Ellsworth,
$2 50
in duty bound will ever
As
Bridge.
Ce.ar
4.'j0
pray.
Hides |M
lb.
.07.iV?'
To travel 2s miles at loc
2 so
Brooksvdle, I*ec. 30th. 1873.
No. I
2.75
Ktmir sup. per bhl.
l9—2o To 2 day a on road m BrooksAug.
WILLIAM
WASSON
and
2,
others.
1 25
2
$."00*0.00
Vi lie,
5 00
•'
y.ooaio.ou
1.75
XX
STATE OF MAINE.
Spruce
To travel on same 25 mi las.
2 5o
\ \X
lo^Oall.Oo Clapboards ."»pruce
21—22 To 2 (lays on road in Uucksport, 5 00
ss.—Court of County Commissioners.
Aug.
HANCOCK,
30.00
13.u»
ex.
Choice
To travel 38 miles at 10c.,
3 80
Oct. a-I j Term, A. D. 1873.
Tnn.,i...
'1.
I*.
V.« (
IMt
on roads iu Hancock
Upon the foregoing petition it is considered by Aug. 20—28 To 3»tday*
Pine Clear
40.00
Ruckw brat Hour
*-• vi
vi
ft
mi mi--loner(lint the n.-ntion.- r» art* r*..
ex.
50.00
|*er lb. .(*5
To travel ou same 60 miles at 10c, 6uu
sponsible ami that they ought to be heard touch.u5 Lath Spruce
1.75
Graham Hour
.V*
at Ellsworth,
To
1
2
U—
day
matter
net
in
the
forth
their
and
Sept.
ing
petition,
.On
l'me
2.00
Oat Meal
To travel 28 wile* at loo.,
2 hi
therefore order that the County Commissioners
3."U
.16 Cement per cask
Mice
To 1 day on road in Orland,
2 5o
meet at
htpt. 2-1—
44
-07 Lime
1.50
Craeke*! Wheat
travel
34
miles
at
10c..
a 4o
To
store, near the Toll Bridge in lirooksviile.
.10 Unck per m.
fo.ali.oo Maples’
Popcorn
To I day at Ellsworth on Isaiah
24—
on Tuesday
third day of SI arch next, at
the
Sept.
12al4
.tio Ducks per lb
Potatoes per bu.
for
Blaisdell's
Pet.
abateand
thence
to
view
the
o’clock A’ M.,
proceed
.17a2u
lb.
sweet
lb. .OSaOti Raisins
ment ot taxes,
2 50
said petition, immediately
route mentioned in
.12
bu.
Onions
fj.oo Prunes
To 1 day ou County business at
Miter which view, a hearing of the parlies ami
44
Heels
.75 Tomatoes 3 lb. Cans .30
2 5o
Ellsworth,
witnesses will be had at some convenient place in
44
.15
Tamarinds
.oo
per lb.
2 80
To travel 28 miles at lOe.,
Turnips
the vicinity, and such other measures takt n in
.5
Salt
.rOa.su'Rabbits
bu.
5
Oct.
50
at
To
Term,
12
$2
Oct.
50,
days
the premises as the Commissioners shall judge
.loal5
.00 Partndge9
Pickles 44 gall.
To travel 28 miles at 10c..
2 80
proper. And it is further
on County business
To
1
day
Oct.23—
notice
ol
the
and
OKi>LU£i>—That
time, place
at Ellsworth.
2 50
purpose ot the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid
2
To travel 28 miles at 10c.,
be given to all persons ami corporations interest
3
at
Ellsworth
on
To
Dec.
30
to
Co.,
days
ed by serving attested copies of the petition and
7 5o
Jan. I 1874—
business,
this order thereon, upon the clerks ot the towns of
2 H)
To travel 28 miles at loc.,
lirooksviile and Penobscot,
as
attested
and
up
copies
posting
by
00
Nstlce Is 3Iartaera.
$86
in
three
in
Maid
towns
aforesaid,
public places
A first elms Sun buoy has been
over
thirty days at least before the time appointed for
and
or*
ami
the
said
view,
by publishing
petition
the wreck of the steamer Yirginius, sunk in si
COUNTY OF HANCOCK,
del thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsfathom, water, S { E from Oak Inland Light.
To James W. Hlaisdell, D*..
1873.
worth American, a newspaper published at EllsSC. A first-class Can buoy baa been placed worth, in the County of Hancock, the first pubTo 2 days attending Court at
Oct. 21—22
over the wreck of the steamer Gen Sherman,
before the
lication to be ut least thirty days
$2 50,
$5 no
sunk off Little River Inlet, SC, in Si fathom,
time of said view, that all persons and corporaTo travel 26 mile* at 10c
2 tio
tious interested may attend and be heard if they
To I day at Ellsworth on Co.,
watet.
No7. 20—
think lit.
2 5o
business,
Attest, HUTSON B. SAUNDERS, Clerk.
2 60
To travel 26 miles at 10c.,
DlM.fr ra.
▲ true copy ot the petition aud order thereon.
To 2 days attendance Oct. adj’d
30—31
Dec.
Southwest Harbor, Jan 19.—The Br ach An3w4
Attest, II. B. SAUNDERS, Clerk.
Term settling with Tres.,
5 00
na, of Kingaton, from St Stephen for Bo.ton,
To 3 days settling with County
1874.
in at Placentia Island on the 17th, having
7 50
Trea*., and other business.
Jan. 1—2—3
lo.t her mainboom. quarter davit, and gaff top2 60
To travel 2« miles at 10c.,
sail on the lttth. She proceeded on the 18th.
$27 80
Moses C. Smith of Ellsworth, in
James W. Hlalsdell.
DmmiIc Perm.
the County of Hancock and State of Maine,
Mortgage dated October 31st, 1872,
HANCOCK, 88:—Clerk's DEVICE, Ellsworth,
Sullivan—Ar 25th, sch Howard Maconiber, by his deedtoot the
the
de
following
uudersigned
conveyed
January 10th, 1874.
William., Boston.
scribed premises, situated in said Ellsworth:
1 hereby certify that the uiue preceding acBucks port—Ar 11th, brig Maurice, Bart- Beginning tor a south east corner on the west
are true copies of the original accounts ot
counts
lett, Cadiz.
Ellsworth
side of the main road leading from
the
County Commissioners for the year 1873. aud
New York—Passed through Hell Gate 19th, village to Ellsworth Falls, ten rods north from a
the same having been sworn to and allowed,
held
thence
wall
which
divide
the
stone
sch Harvest Home, Hodgkins fm Viualhaven
ruuuing
orders have been issued for the payment thereot
westerly at right angles to sail road thirty-two out
for Virginia.
of the County Treasury.
said road ten
Cld 20th,.eh Abby Wasson,Gray,Maracaibo. rods, thence northerly parallel with
HUTSON B. SAUNDERS, Clerk.
thence easterly thirty-two rods, thence
3w4
Ar 21st, sch Astoria. Haskell, Portland for rods,
southerly on said road ten rods to the place of

HULLS, CARGOES & FREIGHTS,

.........

JA.Mr.x

Syrup

Hypopbosphites

C.Burrill’s Advertising Column.

Ugborrill,

COUNTY or HANCOCK,

aand.

Age

C.

iecraal

for im.

Ell.worth—2Dt tout., b» R«v. Dr. Tenory,
Mr. Augu.tu. C. Moor and MUa Annla L. Ov
good, nil of Ellnworth.
Amhervt—Stth Inst., by Rev. H. 8. Loring.
Mr. Edward E. Mills of East Eddington, and
Miss Laura 8., daughter of Moody A. Foater,
Eaq., of Amherst.
Port Townaand. Ind.. Washington Ter.—by
Rev. M. E. Rice, Mr. Geo. W. Billings of Orland Me., and Mlsa Mary Kane of Pott Town-

A. D. Hunt I v and W. If.

or

one

House p»|M>rs disposed of in concurrence except the bill allowing cattle to run at large in
tact with a shingle saw.
It was found
the town of Addison, sent down from the Senate non-concurred. which was on motion of
necessary to amputate one of the fingers
Mr. Wasson of Surry, tabled.
at the large joint.
The operation was
Petitions, d‘C., Pres• nted and Re ferred—Of
et al*.. for repeal of act
skillfully performed by Dr. Perry of I>. W. Dinsmore,
changing the time and place of holding the
Amherst. The pa tient is doing nicely.
term* or the S. J. Court in the countv of Washington; of E. F. Alien, ct als.. of Centerville,
for same; of J. C. Nash et als., for same; of
PUOBAHI.K Ml KDKK IX ROC'KI.AXD.— | J. H. West et als.. in support of the i»etitioiiof
I the President and Directors of the Bangor k
Early Saturday morning Mrs. Caroline Calais Shore Line ltailmad Co., for authority to
build a railroad across the Penobscot River:
Pettee.a women about fifty-eight years old
of J. <». Hill ct als.. of
Bangor k Calais Shore
and of intemperate habit
was found lying
Line Railroad Co., for a bridge across the IVnear one of the lime kilns
in Rockland,
nnbscot river: of S. S. Higgins et als.. of Kllswith the marks of several blows upon her i worth, for modification of tin* law regulating
the taking of is»rgies; of A. Treworgy et als..
head and other serious bruises. She was
of Surrv. fur same; of G. Greene et al*., of
Rluchilf. f**r same; of J. G. Walker ct als.. of
removed to a neighboring house but died
Machias, for a law giving a hount# *n wild
before medical assistance arriveil. A bottle eats and
lyoupccrvicr*; of L. N. Jordan ct. als.
of Ellsworth, for an act to protect the fish in
containing whiskey wa- found by her side,
the waters of said town.
Imt it is surmised that she was dragged to

162*1.51

**

wife and

—Mr. Frank Penney of Clifton had his
hand badly mutilated by coming in con-

1 14.27
125.44
M.70
322.09
151.09

Fllswortli.
44

City of Chelsea

a

Amhrmi

141.75

Ellsworth.

44

Anna.* Mur* h
llattie Card
Kate Clark
Mary I>»nl

this conclusion, various

26.43

44

44

live years of age and leaves
child.

ber. It can be had at the Music Stores or
of the Publisher J. I,. Peters. 599 Broad-

cases.

banjue

Tonnage.

Ellsworth.

at

Westerloo
Wm G Mosely
Dexter Clark"

4*

AuGLSTA, Jan. 27. 1*74.

on

SENATE.

Jan. 26th.
The order relating to an investigation into
the affair* of the State Prison was amended so
a* to direct the Committee on State Prison to
conduct the investigation, and authorizing the
Committee to etuplov such |*er*on or persons
as assistants in the Investigation as tliev mav
deem necessary and proper, and passed.
Petition*, bill*, dc.,
presented-*Of R. W.
Hunscoinc, for rej>eal of law requiring wholesale {leddlers to pay i>eddlers* license; bill In
relaliou to the execution of sentence in capital

■ rMklla.

9.

44

Sell Julia Edna
Nellie (.rant
I^eonora
Flora Grindle

theories and suspicious are entertained,
hm "who di»l it** is still the mystery.
on

journed.

13.71
—Wc regret to announce the death of
16.21
Gouldsboro.
Alrarron Ober of lirooklin. Me., eldest
10.72
Isles.
i
Cranberry
son of Mrs. Benj. Atherton of Bluehlll.
*06.34
Total purchase*!. 17 vessels,
He died of erysipelaa Jan. 4th. on hi* pasList of vessels built iu the District of Freuchsage from Boston to Havana on board
man’s Bay during the year 1*73:
lie was thirtyCarrie Wyman.

have been drinking within a number of
hours preceding. The general opinion is
that the woman died from the effects of the

beating

correspondent writes that the
young people of this place attend evening
Schools for Dancing, Writing and Navigation. almost every evening In the week.

**

evening,

the

on

—Our

•*

the case of
woman who was

Inquest

of House Rules Nos. 48,50 and possihy 51.
Mr. Clark of Tivmont presented a petition o
Thomas Clark 4k als. to be incorporated as the
West Tremont Brick Company. Referred to
Coin, on Manufacture*.
Mr. Wentworth of Bucksport presented Remonstrance of John N. Swazey and 210 others
against repeal of an act to p.-event the destruction of fish in Eastern Penobscot river in Orlaud.
Referml to Com. on fisheries.—[Ad

UmIMm.

Tonnage.
55.67
Gouldsltoro,
Seh Black Warrior,
95.54
William Pickering, Ellsworth,
20.25
Trenton,
Democrat,
44
96.45
Tremont.
—The Lodge of good Templars meet on
Surprise.
44
27 14
Echo,
Gouldsboro,
44
44
Saturday
evening and is In a flourishing
31.74
Pony,
C ranberrv Isles, 30.21
I vv,’
condition numbering about two hundred
44
59.72 nieiubera. On
Mechanic,
Ellsworth,
Sabbath evening the SunHarrv Lee.
150.96 |
Tremont.
143.*0 I day school meet Summer and Whiter and
Charles Sawyer,
Ellsworth,
15.64 ha* an
Empire.
Surry,
average attendance of about 70.
6.66
Tremont.
Wanderer,
44
16.67
Grade Lee,
44

Inquest.

Rockland. Jan. i7.
The coroner’s
Carotin* Pettee,

—List of vessels purchased or otherwise
transferred into the District of Frenchman's
Bay from other District* during the year W73:

OPEN

IN RELIABLE COMPANIES.

printed

—

POLICIES

day

Jt.

FIRE

|

Gtl.ES

INSURANCE.
ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF

OX

Perishable

Property,

CONSISTING OF
l> WELLIXO Houses,
BARXS.

STORES.

ME R< ’IIAXI) 17. E, MlL I.S.

..

PRODUCE, U MBER d
VESSELS

—

STOCKS.

OX

«

—

INSURANCE FOR LIFE

JAM

•*

IN

THE BEST

•*

perlb.

•'

OR A TERM OP YEARS

*•

•*

Till.

•*

■

'*

'*

‘*

••

••

**

•*

••

AGENT FOR

*•

1

*'

**

'*

*•

THAT ELERS’

•*

INSURANCE CO.,

<>s

THE

—

Of' HAKTI'OKD.

••

■

**

**

**

•*

••

•*

—

•*

**

ALSO,
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••

•*

••

•'

•*

•*

...

AGKNT

1.

l'OH Till-:

»■

**

44

*•

SMii oy 'fiojcam

••

ON THE

—

—

**

44

**

PENNSYLVANIA
RAILROAD,

MARINE LIST.
placed

put

Notice of Foreclosure.

WHEREAS

Washington.

Cld 21st, sch Geo A Pierce, Kelley, Salem.
Cld 22d, brig L M Merritt, Hanson, Cardenas.
Jacksonville—Ar 15th, schs Webster Bernard, Smith, and Annie Cook, Cook, Wilming-

ton.

Cld 15th, sch Uarrv White, Hopkiua, New
York.
Cld 13th, schs Annie Todd. Carson, and An
nie Lee, Look, N York; Hattie L Curtis, Mann,
New Haven.
Savannah—Cld 19th, sch W G Mosely, Abbott, Jacksonville.
Galveston—Ar 19th. ach Wyoming, Foss,
Baltimore.

beginning containing

acres

inure

or

less,

being pari of the Pond Estate numbered lti” on
dated Ju'y 23th. 188b, and
J. A. Deane’s
whereas the condition contained in said Mortgage
deed haa been broken, I hereby claim to foreclose the same and give this notice accordingly,
EMILY F. SANGER,
pursuant to law.
By her Attorney A. F. DR1 NKWATER.
3w4
Ellsworth, Jan. llfth, 1874.

plan

Rio Janerio—Sid Dee 13th. sch Lamoille,
King, Hampton Roads for orders.
Jacmel—Ar Jan 9th, sch Hattie Card. Moore,

PURSUANT

to

a

Line.

ALL

Envelope* printed

office.

!

MORTH

WEST,

j

WEST,

and SOUTH WEST.

_L

Sprrd. Comfort, and Safety Guaranteed by
STEEL RAILS. IRON BRIDGES.
STONE

BALLAST.

TRACK,

DOUBLE

WESTINGHOUSE

AIR BRAKE. AND THE

MOST IMPROVED
of Fare

license from the Hon. Parker

Notice.

|

MOST DIRECT ROITE TO THE

always

EQUIPMENT.
as

Low

by

as

any otbei Route.

Tuck, Judge of Probate, for the County of
Hancock, 1 shall sell at public auction, on the
21st, day of February next at ten o’clock in th?

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

repairing.

-AND-

Administrator’s Notice of Sale of Real
Estate.
Sates

forenoou, at the office of the subscriber in Ei’sworth. in said County of Hancock, all the title
and interest which Jotham S. Dyer, late of Waltham, in said county, deceased, had in, and to
the following described real estate, via: The
MB BMW) ul MWBU.
southern hall ol the Eas’brook Lot, lying in
Easlbrook, atoiesaid, on the shore of Webb’s
Pond, so called, containing about seventy-five
acres,
composed of green land and ineailow; and
FARE ONLY FOUR DOLLARS.
that part severed from lands Iviug in common
! with Amon S. Gouging, and said deceased estate,
Fare
I•
Stags
Wftalerpert
laclndlef
I by Commissioners, appointed by the Judge of
THE STEAMER EATAI1 DIN. j Probate aforesaid, for that purpose, and to set
|
P i*. ___iU apt. Roix, leaves Winterport for out dower to Emily Dyer, widow ot said Jotham
JBMH>HoMtuD, every TUESDAY, at 12 00 S. Dyer. At the same time and place, I *h*ll also
II.,tOttcUni at ail the u»uul landings. Leaves sell the widow’s reversion oi dower, a* sot out
Boston for Winteiport and the usual landings, evby Commissioners duly appointed. Term s cash
°*
ery FRIDAY, at 4 P. M.
A. r. BURNHAM, Admr.
Fare from Winterport and Buck* port to
KllMrorth, Jan. 14th, 1X74.
tw4
Boston.
|3.uQ
4jOO
Faie from Bangor to Boston,
No extra hazardous freight taken. Freight must
be accompanied bv bills ollading in duplicate.
Tickets sold and seals secured at tne Bangoi
those indebted to Holden A Richardson
Mouse, Harriman House, Exchange, Franklin
who wish to save costs, mu»i call ami setth
House and National House.
before the 1st or February neat. As all bills reSort
I—W TAYL4IR, Aftal
maining unpaid after that date, will b< loft with
awyer for collection.
Holden A Richarson.
at thia
(W
4w?*
Cranberry Isles, Jan. 1st, 1874.

Sanford’s Independent

Foreign Poets.
Cardenas—Sid 12th, brig Torrent, North of
Cai>e Hatteraa.
At Bermuda—Jan 9th, brig Annie D Toney,
Haskell, from Boston for Uayti, on marine slip,

Boston.
Point-o-Pitre—In port Jan 8th, sch Maid of
the Mist, Smith, for N York, Idg.
At Ponn—Jan 10th, sch Sarah A Beed, for
Boston, Idg coffee.
Sagua—Sid 13) h, barque Carlton, Trecartin,
N York.
Anz Cares—Ar (Hh, sch Ligb'. of the East,
Harper, S York.

two

THE GREAT TRUNK LINE

Parties

desiring Insurance,

will

advantage, to make
application
Agency. Long
Experience, Promptness and Fair
Dealing, have thus for satisfied all
applicants, and the same qualities
find ii

to their

at this

will continue to be shown to all.

wishing Insurance can apwriting, thus saving the exof a personal application.

Those

ply

in

pense
Ellsworth, Jau. 20th, 1874*
l jr. 4,

the stable

door, as above described, that
Dodge should have him. When the
horse was let out Into his old yard he reviewed the premises for a moment, then

DAITHY

& GO’S. COLVMN.

FRESH ARRIVAL

Mr.

Baby Atlas.

Hot use them' Why. don’t I grapple?
Already with wind and thing*:
I know i could swim, too; •*« that, now—
About all I need to wlafa.

I shod at all.
Dou’t neglect

without

by moving

—[From Harper'$ Magazine.

j with
A

a

!

a

give

of dryjwood to bum.

bran uia-li is

horse

hen he is
exhausted from

fjonsttolfc. j

w

a

good tiling

home hot

long

journey,

a

the Farm.

!

«*•

Book farming has often been held up to
ridicule. While it is true that farming

ter

only way to rot manure ill the winby frequently turning w ith repeated

is

gentteM

! stalks can not be rotted hv this
process.
be*t success in farming is never attained
be
which
gain- and by no means should such corn stalks
without the knowledge
may
lie allowed In the manure pile. It i- preed from books ami papers. Practical ex- l
ferahle to cut them when fed, as in that
and
close
,
observation
accurate
perience,
more easily rotted, and
such
know
with
must
i
ledge, state the refuse
reasoning
go
if not rotted is no trouble when the manure
and the two must go together in order to
Is turned over.
make the best success. The manufacturer,

Lamina Ware.

-T%R

lU-ektnau M..

•*>

A

Urge

all kind*, w hich he is prepare*! to make up lo
order, in the very latest stvles, and at the »hort
cst notice. Call and examine our stock ot

Hoots
We

OATS A CAPS nil

Stylr*.

uric

RTKKET.

MAIN

the merchant, in short the successful man
in any business is he who with good judgment gains a knowledge of the operations

Kintl*,
Saila of all Sizea, ami
Ola** of all Size*.

Woollen &

KLLSWllKTH

LENCntKMNG.

i*

Much

—

1, IST3.

readily

4

average size of Englishmen Is larger than
three centuries ago, fur the armor worn hj
the knights of that time cannot be put on

pafiers.
The successful farmer is the reading one.
It is only by reading that he can keep suf-

small

save

now

forty-three years,

over

nearly

without
ship
double. In Kranee, four hundred years
pass or rudder." Every man who has an
opportunity to observe various |M>rtioni of l ago. the annual mortality in Paris was one
iu -ixteen; now it is one in thirty-two.
our country must surely have noticed the
which shows about the same rate as in t;,-.
wide contrast often seen in,tln‘ condition
at

sea

com-

or

11 m-M *

man

up

enabled to do

and

work tor souls by the

that this

created;
involuntarily

her house

j

from the w '>*wt Srrofnln 'r
Kn *n tn
tc
or 1*1 m pie.
Salt It!» euro
ir »•!?•*«
#lx tattir# m •* v
or Tetter, Pimple* on I arc. Itoil*, tar
bit nr lew, l r)oi|>< ln<* :r 1 l.tvcr Com*
e
d I run
•••
s.\ t »t'
Son #
iew r*t ftrrofulou* S\% riling* a
l\oro Throat «
Pain* in Hone*
err
tn
'tor t
V Pol*t»n tn III«»♦»«! er
1
Pert oral
v
11
rr* '! €* v
I
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t
t.y
C’ourli

cures a!! IInmom
% c rr.rprin Itlotrli
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taee
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the ideal home.
ever

As it is,

passThe mis-

found tin

slabs had settled into the soil,
water could not pass along.

so

!

1

that th<

|

The drain at this particular place waplaced back to back
leaving an open space between tbe lowei

j

Stones were

placed between tin
bank aud the slabs to hold them in place
Green brush from pasture hemlocks wai
liberally thrown iu. aud the whole coverei
with soil. For ten years they have provei
all

the slabs

right,

were

will not

1

|

taken out. bu:

behave

Just above this
made

poles

was

badly fo:

were

placed

short draiu. lha

a

differently.
on

Small logs or largi
either side of tbi

|

trench aud slabs

placed upon these, leav- j
space for the water between th<
sticks or poles. Tlie«e slabs were ntterli i
rotten and caved in.
I presume the wate.
did not come in contact with the >labs a I I
ing

a

1

of the time, aud

during
My

the

dry

they

became partially

dry

season.

drains, made in the Scotel 1
fall. I have over three hand re. I
rods in all. aud wish J had five huudrei I

style,

stone

never

more.

Ills a

pleasure
[touring from them, when the plough i •
turning a light mellow soil above thetn.[Cor. Mirror and Farmer.
to

see

the cold ws

ter

A Remarkable Case of

Equine Memory

Many years ago Mr. Abram Dodge, o r
the town of Ipswich, Mass., owned a beau
tiful horse which was the
pet of the family
He was admired by all who knew his
play
fulness and good qualifications.
In th :
it was Mr.

summer

Dodge's habit occasion

ally to have a frolic with his horse in
barn-yard, then let him oat alone and

hi
hi

would go to the river, which was abon t
one-third of a mile distant, where b s
would bathe, and then go to a connnoi ,
aud roll on the grass, then with the free
dom of air start for his
home; his stabl
was renovated for him
while he was goo •
aud his breakfast put in his crib. If b

■

his master he would show some colt
ish pranks, bound for the
stable, pull oa :
the wooden pin that fastened the door
met

with his teeth and rush

to his mange:
where he expected to find bis food. Om 1
night the home was stolen tram tbs stable

>

After the

Dodge

of sixteen years, Mr
the tavern when a ami

expiration

was

at

to the door.

Mr. Dodge a
drove np
once recognised his horse aud he told th'
driver his reason for believing it to be his
the am told his Maty of whom he bough t
the hotse, sad that be had owned him fo
several years.
Mr. Dodge claimed fall i
bane, and it was family agreed that if tin
horse would, on baby taken to hit old sta
Me, go through the habit of bathing, rolling on the grass, and pulling the pin from
m
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Treatment ok Stow aw ays.—Scarcely a
steamer ever leaves Liverpool fur Now
York but '■Stowaways-'are foumi. S.-areli
fur tliera is usually made when the steamer
leaves her dock, aud if foand. they ate sent
back with the pilot. It Sometimes happens,
however, that they manage to keep hid uutil the pilot has left, and then make their
appearance on deck, evidently in a very
happy state of mind. They are taken to the
Captain at once, who questions tlie lellowi
and informs them that they w ill have to
work their passage or lie taken hack to
England and given into the hand of the
police. At this they sometimes grumble,
but more irequeutiy acquiesce
graciously,
considering themselves very fortunate, lint
few of them have any Idea what "working
a passage"
signifies. It means the hardest
aud roughest treatment from the officers
and erew alike, kicks and cuffs, insufficient
food, little If any, sleep, aud the most abject degradation. Many a poor fellow lias
jumped overboard to escape the require*
moot of "working a
passage.” and others
have been injured and maimed for life.
We write not from hearsay, but from
knowledge and facts ascertained from personal observation during several voyages
across the Atlantic.-AVi* York Mail
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C IO
Stain* and tiieiM'
t*ar|Mt«
wroren

There i» no one article known that will do«o
many kinds ol work and do it u well r.» haucho

un

SAPOLIO
It-.iutili*
*ku«,

Cleanand

ih»*
.ir

stantly removing
Irom

1

tmv *tai»
Itoih hand* and fare.

HppairliiK
•lone with

& APPLES,

SWithout
APQ
in

HAND

in-

gallon

lar, Pitch, Iron or ink Mama
and Urea»e; for worker* in Machine
Mine* Ac... i* invaluable
tor
n.akuifc the .>kin White nud xul. and
Firing to it a “bloom ol beauty,” it i§
un>urp.t*~ed by all Cosmetic* known.
remove*

htoopa.

HALE,

to lx* found in

You will like

DON'T FAIL TO TRY THESE

GOODS,

Boy it of your merchant if he has it

£t?cur*

*t for

rou

it.

will
if not, then writs for our
and it will be
or

hKijljt^"hl; about Sapolio,"
ENOCH
20

edr

Whereas, in examining evidence preseined here, for the purpose ofobtaiuiug
indictments against certain persons for the
Illegal sale of of intoxicating liquors, wc
are able to trace greater
evil.resulting from
the sale of such liquors coining from the
Belfast
Agency, than from any and
all other places In said city, and in our
such
opinion
liquors are not bought and
sold, withiu the meaning of the Statute:

MOKOAN’S SONS'

PA UK PLACE. K.
eowIyST

Y.

CHEAP MUSIC
FDr Advance

FOR SINGERS AND
PIANO PLAYERS.
Yonflfi Pianists.

City

therefore.

Pianist# de-inog good
Music at a low price
should send M cent* for
a copy of *4g.a ( resse
S* ■ Cisws." Kvnumber contain,
cry
Asm 81 loti worth ol
Musi,
by sucli <»food
BOSS as Heller. LJsst,
Voss, Kube. etc.
Published monrtilv, 10
eta, par Jio.; |1 per yr.

Resolved That those whose business it is
to see that anch liquors are legally and judiciously sold, ere guilty of remisaness in
their duty, end deserving of severe censure.

Resolved, That until such time, us said
Agency is properly restricted, we ask that
no more citizens of this and adjoining
towns be presented for indictments tor
soiling such intoxicating liquors from
Illegal Bum Shops.

SendtO

cent, for PEm,' III Slot MonthLV, sud you H ill got |i

worth of New Musis.—
Erery number contain,
fort, songs, and 4 or 5
Instruments! pieces by
such authors as llays,
Stewart. Thomas,Katie
Kinkel, etc.
Publieticil moothiy, so
cts. |>er No.; *1 per
yr.

pearlsIhtmelody.

A splendid collection of Piano Mutie of medidifficulty. $3 in board*; cloth and jrilt, f«
Address,

—Anecdote of the English Premier Gladstone:—“Some time sgo, a poor street
sweeper, while sick, told his minister that
h* l**n ‘visited
by Mr. Gladstone.’ •What

um

—

J. L FETZBS, 639 Broadway, Bex 5132, N. I.
8w2

taWMed the rector. Why.'
the sick man, -the
only Mr. GladI used to sweep his creasin'; and
one day ha nsisssd me, and hu hears
that 1
am sick, and ao he comas and sses me and
with
me.’
With
such
a
man
we can
prays
safely trust any negotiations on any great
replied

stone.

READ THIS!

READ THIS!!

LX those indebted to H. 4k 8. K. Whiting, by
note or account, of more than six months
standing, will save costs by calling and settling

A

at

the

of

Brothers,

Tiusukful for past patronage, we take pleasure
in announcing to our cnstomers that
our present
quarter* are the beat and most centrally located
m the city, where we have
superior ladHtle* lor
manufacturing every variety of

and Double

Harnesses,

suitable for Riding or Heavy Team Work. We
have in store a carefully selected stock oi

Buffalo, Victoria, Scotch. Euglish, an«l Saxonvilie
Kobe*. .Street and Stable Blanket*,
surcingles. If altar*. Ac.

Our Trunk

Department

comprises every variety manufactured In firstcla*» establishments iu Portland and Bos ton,such
a* Eugene A Saratoga Trunks, iu
Zinc and Lead*
er; Polio * Ladies’ Dress Trunks, in Zinc. Leather and Patent Paper; common Dress and
Packing Tranks, Valises, Bag*, Kelienles. Book and
>hawl Straps, he.
Seal*
toot Oil, Harness ooap. Axle Grease,
Also,
Curry and Hane Cornua. Brushes, saddle and collar Pads, Ac.
^Particular attention given to Onleied Work
and Repairing.

MoGowu

Independent

Line,

r*U UOMTOR Hi MWBU.

WINTER

H. £

I

a. K. Whitinu.
47lf

i

iUfAll orders fur aiiWJiin^ cnuiu*r.tl<
above, will receiveyrvm^t itffrnfmn.

,l

FuiuliiiK.

and

and

u

••

ot all Lung complaints,
and is otiered to tho pubic
.--auctioned by theexperieni
o: over
forty years. When
reported to in season it s< !doui lads to elicet a speed
cure
in the most sever,
eases of
Coughs, Bronehit i-,
( roup, Whooi»ing Collar.

workmen and

HWER

X

SON.
II I •.«

ed

ARRANGEMENT.

FARE ONLV FOUR

;

PATENTS.

OK

Dill

Irade Marks Desigus

'acUiticsfor

to

Washington

to

TESTIMONIALS.

regard Mr. Eddy as *>ne of the most capable and
succestfid practitioners w‘th whom I have had
CHAM MASON.
Commissioner of Patent*.
“1 have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man msre competent and
trustworthy, \uu inure capaoie of putting their
in a form to secure for them an early
ana favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.’
Lai©Commissioner ol Patent*.
Mr. U II Eddy has made for me over lUlitri ap
plications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every ease. Such unmistakable
proof of
great talent aud ability on his part, leads me to
recconuueud all iuventora to apply to him lo pro
cure their patents, as
they may he sure oi having
the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very leasonablc charges,
JOHN TAGGAItT.
Boston Jan. I 1834—Jr

ration
Sold

applications

car*

for

IlilO

luilt,

imoe

Il'Lilo

i

relieving Congestion

or

tho Liver and Visceral

Diseases

Mjg&mrtr*
Fare
wlnterport and Buck-port
“•

to

Boitoo.
,}.,
Fare from Baogor to Bo.ion,
4jM
Bo extra kaaardou- freight lake*. Freight muai
be aeroHp-niad br bills ol ladlag Iu Inllutr.
Tmketa aotd aua auaH asesrad at
Bangui
Houae, Harrimaa Ilouaa. Eachaage. Franklin
Houm aad Katioaal iloase.
■VHT
UMn TATUM, Agra!
at thla oflee.

i -»The Ph.fat
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ORANGES,
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Front Pieces,Bundan 1

Exchange m.,
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Halloa*

New
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ly'J

Oysters,
BY THE GALLON OR QUART.

DOORS. SASH & BUNDS.
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FOHTKU’.S

COFFIN & Ci

IT ROOMS

II
i

The subscriber keeps constantly on hand an i
for sale, at the Itoom* over Mary J. Brooks’ Ml
linery Store, (opposite H.A'vK. Whitings’,) it
good supply Ot

COFFIN! i

43

A

FIGS,

DATES AND
lo be

RAISINS,

found «t

COOMB
Jnaitr IS, *4.

S’.
sws

FRANKLIN HOUSE.

;

j

I

* he undersigned will
keep constantly lor
general Assortment ofDOOK8. SAMI. ill.INI
& .SHUTTERS, WINDOW FHAMK-, kr.
y
SASH (JI.AZKT* or not t<* mi » pureha.M
a

Also, all kind*

oi

finishing mouldings, stair
POSTS, RAILS & BALUSTERS,

D

will be

CASKET! } I

*T

Shop

on

furnished at short notice

Franklin 8t..

near

ity Hotel

Kl Is worth.

AfOOk.

W.T.

....

Also,

PLATES and

<

J. I,.

which will be tilted up at short notice.

All
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ounce.
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lller.H« w-tne

u

thj

a distance eau »eud order* b
expense.
solicitftd. Address
•I. 11. CLEUl.t E,
115 A 117 Exchange St
Bangor. Maine

Z.

Proprietor,

ulceration

<>■>

Ac.
manufactured to oi
in the latent style*,
east of Bo ion.
and have thei

New Hotel in Ellsworth!

ftwWhia,,

caret

bowel-.
I "HUrrli,
Uyiprgaia. lUbilual I ...
tl% *■»«•««. p4l|tiluti»n of the Heart.
Mela**,
.frrtouMi. H and «.vn«-nil
pro! rat ion ot tlo- leriou* MfHriu,
'in* | »«evei
web
:
given
\ htih'l IM
!
It |.anil
:
hloo.l.
nil the ortr-m-. and
u
controlling
ovt
i!;. \»*rvoi.- .-.yeteia.
The remarkable cure- cflWted h\ \T.»,I.T|\f
have induced many physician^ aud
apolhe. ,i
whom we know to prescribe and u«e it m their
families.
In tact. \ h<«h 11 .Nb in the be-1 ri mr.lv
COVt red for the above dl-ea-.ml
.enable IILOOI) IMHIIIIII
betore the pubic*.
Prepaid by M II. nTK 1 K*s. IP,
\\...
li l‘
.'old by all Druggist.
;
tl.ll
I
....

I

Switches, Crepe k*
Braid*. Curl*. Frii
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quickly
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Iiarha. roof*
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ItiM-um. Mvphililk IILr u.r*.
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MAN U FACTOR V.
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Human Hair Goods

our Renewer in many eases
too long a time, and too
much care, to restore gray or faded

e

eotrltll

H. M. MrOOVAU) M CO..
Drains**»nil<».-n. Acta.. San Francw,*. <
and cor of
\ V
Washington and Charlton
»oUfl hy all DrumUta and Dealer..

No*. 115
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removing

complaint.

A

live, and Anti-Bilious.

As

,

Organs

■

■

The properties of Du. Wat.kep.v
V(seoar Bitters are Aperient. T> .ii
Csmunstive, Nutritious, Laxative, biuret ic,
Sedative, Counter-Irritant Sudoriiic, Alu-ia-

requires

& D. WIGGOlft CO,

Inflammata

iui

t

tick of every disease nutate heir to. ;
are a gentle Purgativo as well as a T

for its intended purposes.”

and effectually accomplish
this result. It is easily
applied,
and produces a color whicn will
neither rub nor wash, off Sold
by
all Dniggiata. Price Fifty Cents.
MaautMtand by ft. F. HALL, A CO.,

ease

lungs, and allays irritation,

history of tho world has a medicine been
compounded possessing tho remarkable
qualities of Vinegar Bitteus in healine the

by mil DrmgglmU, amt Dmmltrt m Mahdna.
PrloaOua Dollar.

Whiskers, we have prepared
dye, in one preparation; which

uj>
eatiM

will,
i
but
preparations,
loosens and cleanses iin

Dr. J. Walker’s C’alitornin Yin-

FOB THB WHISKERS.

Sciatic*, Rhcuraatiam

cords
Lame back, Sprains, Ac. From 8 to 6 large hotUes will cure cases given up by physicians. The
only certain cure for Sciatca. Large bottles,|IA8
am all bottles, 75 eta.
Bold by all Druggist*.
eowlvr.il

lit!

lu

t

most

egar Hitters aro a purelv Vegetable
preparation, mado chietly horn tl:o n.i\ tivo herbs found on tbo loner ranges i
tho Sierra Nevada mountains of ( .V
ilia, the medicinal properties of winch
are extracted therefrom w ithout the use
of Alcohol.
The question is nl.
daily asked, “What is tho cause of ti.
unparalleled success of Vineoau lit
! TKKst” Our answer is, that they remove
tho cause of disease, and tho patient recovers his health.
They are the great
blood purifier and a life-giving principle,
a perfect Renovator and
Invigorutoi
of tho system.
Never before in the

Buckingham's Dye.

LINIMENT.
pssidve

III'

W i~ta:

dry

1
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hiuI clean. It removes all eruptions
anil dandruff, and, by its tonic
properties, prevent* the hair from falling
out, as it stimulates and nourishes
the hair-glands. By its use, the hair
In
grows thicker and stronger.
baldness, it restores the capillary
glands to their normal vigor, and
will create a new growth,
except in
extreme old age. It is the most economical Hair Dressing ever used,
as it
requires fewer applications,
and gives the hair a splendid, glossy
A. A. Hayes, M.I),

tion*, A tstguiuenU, and ail other papers for Pa*
ten.a,executed on reasonable term*, with dispatch. Researches made to determine the validity
and utility of Patents of Inventions, and legal
and other advice rendered in all matters touching
the same. Copies ol the claims of any patent
Itirulfehed by remitting one dollar. Assignment*
recordediu Washington.
No Agtncfin the UniteA Statempossesseseui tree
obtaining /‘atents, w»r ascertaining the

patentability of inventions.
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ty of this valuable Hair Preparation ;
which is due to merit alone. We
can assure our old
patrons that it is
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To M ake Si et Pi
Seed and
chop line one large teacup of suet. having
removed all the skin ; add a eup full ol sour
milk, one tca-p<-onf il of soda, a very little
salt, three eggs beaten together, and
euough flour to make a stiff batter. Steam
for two hours, and eat with fairy butter, o r
wiue sauce.

signs of decay appeared. They weri
returned to their old place in the ditch, am
hope they
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Paints, Oils, Varnishes and Brushes.

Type,

*tore.

Geo. W.
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To make a Cheap, yet Exceli.knt.
Jei.i.t Cake.—To two cups of flour, one of
sweet milk, three tabic-spoonfuls of butter.
two teaspoons of cream of tartar, one of
soda, one of egg. Hub the butter an I sugar together, then, having beaten the egg.
stir all together: bake in four parts in a
common milk
pan andspread jelly between.
If the jelly becomes bard, so as
not to spread smooth on soft cake, take it
on a plate and mash with a knife, until it
w ill spread.
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PH 1CRES, PICTURE FRAMES.
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FEATHERS AND MATTRESSES
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to

You would do well by calling and examining
our stock before purchasiDg eUrwhce.
Remember, we have a large Hock, and our good* are
than
ever before, and we are bound to
cheaper
•ell lie ill.
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Peddler* and country store- supplied .»t wholesale price*.
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LOW FOIL OA.SII.

do without them, but should use his influ- i clover-lea! which in spite of her hard
housework, she always found time to put
ence In aU suitable ways for their improvebv our plates at breakfast, down to the
ment in this respect, inasmuch as the adstory she had to be read in the evening,
vancement of the ma<s is the advancement
of the individual.— Or, I.. O. .V>r»-:. in St. there was no intermission of tier influence
She always has been, and always will he.
Isjuis Journal.

to

which

:SOO MILS. ST. LOUIS FLOUB*
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Curiiishinjr

quality.
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know that the world is improving, and
that the vigor ami 'health of our race are
gaining steadily, instead of declining.

do without books and papers adapted to
bis varied interests, and more than that,
he cannot afford to allow liis neighbors to

me
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Happiness.—The nm-t
worth more per acre, and In every respect
perfect homo I ever saw was a little bouse,
a better social condition than will be found
In the community where books and pa|>ers ! in the ’sweet incense of whose lires were
no costly tilings,
llut the mother was the
arc not generally and freely read.
creator of a home; her relation with tier
Ail enterprising. Intelligent,
reading
farmer who settles in a backward, non- children was the most beautiful tint 1 had
ever seen; even a dull and commonplace
soon raises the value

opened up the difficulty aud the
ed oil again, under the surface.

heat
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annual

greatest degree of prosperity i- always
1'onml accompanying tin* greatest degree
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alcjut the degeneracy of our age.
I
and experience of other* engaged itt the thought that we have lost the vigor and the
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its thereby. Such knowledge is chiefly j weak and sickly. But statistics, carefully
and most
gained from books and gathered, tell a very different story. The
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KELT SKIRTS.
TABLE LINEN,
YARNS.
WORSTED,
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RIBBONS. TIES. VELVETEEN, CURTAIN LACE. JEWELRY. Ac.
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all other Furniture at the same
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Very Lowest Living Rates.
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AdA queer U»ok.
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Prospectus. the only obbiMI srrrf'il. choose
territory and commence at once, i >r I llaasl ruled < Irc BBltars and 1.4ls« ml Terms, address
Jolla L. PoTTEU A Co., Pubs.. PhUad'.t, Pa. 4w4

few Inches

a

Whitings’

l^n «toi*n Maine,

splendid

our

A'o. / Franklin Street.

CHEAP! cheat! CHEAP!

AT

_

A
YFAR
made with

$2500

lever at starting.

i Blanket him

on

storm

a snow

the sleigh ahead

warm

aud

from

plenty

JtrxttT8SSA.

I

opening nt

GEO 46UNMN6HAM & CO S,

brought into

ever

arrest* decay of vital forces, exhaustion ot the
nervous sv«tom. restores vigor to the debilitated,
dense* vitiated blood, remove# visicle obstrue.
lions and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen,
Price $ I a bottle. Joiiv Q. Kbll*hH», 18 Platt Ft.*
fwl
New York.

large supply of
It speaks bad

a

In starting a heavy load on a sleigh be
certain that the runners are not frozen to
the snow. and. if possible, help the team

What's this? Me. taken and lifted
This reckless wav through the air?
What's that? Ah. 1 know, my dinner.
And it'* time it wa* coming. Tiikkk!

Books and Papers

get up

which

of the

one

Stocks of

Largest

It
to

wood for the year to come.
(or a farmer to be caught In

Mv fists, ar a slice out of papa—
Was there ever starvation like mine?
Pll squall if it isn’t forthcoming.
For they all know a man most dine.

with

RECEIVED

& 8. K.

l K< ‘ItMEItl.Y JOSEPH Fill END L CO.)
MfiHOHANT TAILOR,
Has just returned from Boston and Sew York

Kprope aav the strongest Tonic, Purtller and
DeobftrusRtlmovn to the medical world 1*

or not

JUST

FRIKND,

LKWI8

%«thorlile* of

Tied lea I

IVIk he«t

—f
How

|

1873

*

New Goods !

IN NEW YORK !

-FOR-

Greatest Discovery ol tlie Age for the relief A
of Rheumatism, chronic and acute, sprain*.

The

Financial Panic j

Fall Goods !

go;ods

Goods!

JOB PRINTING ! : New

>

FALL A WINTER

Bruises. Pain in Chert. Back, or Limbs.MtifT.Ioinu
Strains. Glandular Swelling-*. hlaRiRiaUoBt, Neu
ralgia Bunions. Catarrh. Ac. WWffnot grease or
stain the most delicate lalwk*. which make* It a
luxury in every family. Trv it and be convinced
of it- meat merit
Price. 25 cts. |»er bottle. RKt**
4w4
BEX !li»YT. Prop*r. 2»*t Gr»*fM»wic!i st. N Y

Horse shoeing is a very important as
as au expensive item.
A horse

Now it surely Is time for dinner.
Why can't they look oufcfor a man?
I could go for it now bald-headed—
No one etoe in the fhmtty can.

;mb

cure

care.

should be kept sharp shod in winter

JS p-Sp>T,| E

c

The

well

He thinks'that Pm only a baby.
But I'm fire year* old thi* week.
And to call such ii'fellow an infant
1* a fraud of which 1 wont apeak.

Deles out. Three valuable samples for
10 cts. J. Bkidob. 7m7 Br'dway X. Y. 4-4

roan

Seasonable Hints.—Farm horses kept
in the stable and only worked occasionally
should be fed and managed with

-or-

Ing the Cmaptot* DamMtlr BlhVf, ju*t out.
New tvpe and TAKlvo features. gnu engraving*.
Superior paper. Excels every wav and sell* quick
Big terms to stent*. Octkit Fir*. Fop ft* II particular* address.
TfritRAKn
Bros., Pubs. M
4wl
Washington St., Boston.

by reliable old residents of the beautiful. picturesque, old town, and show conclusively the long memory of our uoblest
animal.—[.Yew Kufflaml Farmer.

He has too much nose, pm certain.
For a man of his age and size—
There; only six inches further
And Pd either had that or his eye* \

»*'»"* *r-1

*"!*■»

;??:?:: i
magnificent
On#
In 4 day*, sell- C*BM
Just cleared

tor

I’m going for papa’s whisker* :
I'll ret on hta monstache some day.
And I'll lift it clean off hta feature*
And make Ua be Here ft** play.

f

V

started for his old bath-tub, theu fqr his
green towel on the common, theu to bis
old stable, pulled the wooden pin, won for
himself a good meal aud his old master bis
favorite horse. These facts are vouchsafed

An arm and a fist—there’s muscle •
What think you of that fur a grip?
Where would Hercules be. or haM.
If Pd either one on the hipf

^arm

a arm tb abut*.

GREAT

Fall Goods !

Jan’y

I S7*2.

ttv<

ROBES,

nuiiuiD.
ordffir* promptly attended to.

Cheap

ZABUD FOSTER’

Ultwortb, Jau’v lat 1871.

—

i

POSTERS and PROGRAMMES
printed at thia office

!

|

o

Cheap!1
—

Having ..ought from A. J. Tameron his
i.rooeries, I

r;oods
ow

an

prepared

generally found
figure.

■

U

in a

.t.

-til »|| kinds
at a
groeerv
1 store,
u.

N. J.
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